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Canada's post-Codederation economy was marked by a search for capital that was used 
to complete large infrastructure projects such as the Canadian Pacific Railway. Since 
Canada's smail tax base could not pay for the transcontinental railway, financiers in the 
City of London were the first choice as a source for this capital by the Canadian 
govement. As P.J. Cain and A. G. Hopkins explained in British Imperinlisrn: I t~t lov~rio~i  
and Expat~sioti, however, the ability to tap this resource was dependent on the 
gent lemanly credentials of the government 's representative because the City's social 
culture was dorninated by ideals of "propertied wealth", f d l y  connections and social 
activity. Sir John A. Macdonald's Conservatives, therefore, installed a representative in 
London that possessed these gentlemaniy qualities in the hopes of securing capital for the 
completion of the CPR and prornoting Canada's interests in the London business 
cornrnunity. Three men between 1869 and 1885 served as Canada's High Commissioner. 
Sir John Rose, Sir Alexander Tilloch Galt and Sir Charles Tupper were al1 chosen for their 
apparent gentlemanly qualities. The men used these qualities with varying success to 
promote and eventually secure the constmction of the Canadian Pacific Railway. 

L'ABSTRACTE 

L'économie au Canada d'après la Conféderation marque le début d'une recherche de 
commencer de vastes projets comme le Chemin de Fer Canadien-Pacifique. Les financiers 
de Londres étaient le premier choix du gouvernement canadien pour contribuer a ce projet 
attendu que le facteur fiscal canadien ne permettait pas une si grande dépense. Dans 
Briiish Imperialism: Irmovation a d  Equat~siori P .J .  Cain et A.G. Hopkins expliquent que 
le succès de ce projet se fie aux qualités courtoises de ces représentants du gouvernement. 
Ces hommes doivent posséder les mêmes attributs de la culture de Londres, disant la 
richesse, l'importance de la famille, et le dynamisme social. Le parti conservateur de John 
A. Macdonald a, alors, choisi l'homme qui jouissait de ces qualités distinguées pour se 
procurer assez de fonds pour compléter avec succès le Chemin de Fer Canadien-Pacifique 
et augmenter les relations entre le Canada et le centre d'affaires à Londres. Entre 1869 et 
1885 trois hommes ont eu la distinction d'être le Haut Commissariat du Canada. M. John 
Rose, M. Alexander Tilloch Gait et M. Charles Tupper ont pris cette place grâce a leur 
qualités distinguées. Chaque homme a exploité ses qualités d'une façon différente pour 
monter et enfin garantir la construction du Chemin de Fer Canadien-Pacifique. 



PREFACE 

When 1 first read British Imperialism: Imovatio~t ami Expc~t~sioti as an 

undergraduate in 1994, 1 was impressed by its depth of research and its new approach to 

examining British irnperialism in the nineteenth century. It inspired me to ask questions 

about gentlemanly capitalism and where Canada fit into this rnold. The person most 

responsible for making the subject as interesting as it is was Dr. Barry Gough at Wilfnd 

Laurier University. He guided me into asking the right questions and forming the 

backbone of a thesis before I arrived at McGill. To him, many thanks for your honesty, 

guidance and motivational words. 

Equally important to my success and motivation over the past three years was my 

thesis adviser, Dean Carman Miller. Dean Miller's encyclopedic knowledge of Canadian 

history proved critical in guiding me towards asking the right questions and interpreting 

the answers. The fact that he was so unselfish with his tirne, despite the demands of his 

office, makes me appreciate al1 the more what a great teacher and representative for 

McGill University he tmly is. My thanks for his patience, unseifishness and good humour 

over the past three years. 

Mary McDaid certainly deserves a spot in the preface of every graduate history 

student's thesis at McGill. If it were not for Mary taking on the logistical job for the al1 

the students, I am quite sure rnost of us would have forgotten deadlines, missed 

scholarship announcements, filled out forms incorrectly, etc. Her tireless work let us al1 

concentrate on our papers and classes to Our great benefit. There are simply too many 

things to thank her for. 



Finally, despite the fact that they were six hundred kilometres away, my family and 

girlfi-iend deserve to be thanked for their support and patience. They dl listened to me and 

my troubles when things were looking poor, and they were willing to assist me financially 

when necessary. It was always cornforting to know they were on my side and willing to 

help me, no matter how long it was taking to cornplete "rny masterpiece". 

FACULTY REGULATIONS 

Candidates have the option of including, as part of the thesis, the text of one 
or more papers submitted or to be subrnitted for publication, or the clearly- 
duplicated text of one or more published papers. These texts must be bound 
as an integral part of the thesis. 

If this option is chosen, connecting texts that provide logical bridges 
between the different papers are mandatory. The thesis must be written in 
such a way that it is more than a mere collection of manuscripts; in other 
words, results of a senes of papers must be integrated. 

The thesis must still conform to al1 other requirernents of the "Guidelines for 
Thesis Preparation". The thesis must include: A Table of Contents, an 
abstract in English and French, an introduction which clearly States the 
rationale and objectives of the study, a review of the literature, a final 
conclusion and surnrnary and a thorough bibliography or reference list. 

Additional material must be provided where appropriate (e.g. in appendices) 
and in sufficient detail to allow a clear and precise judgement to be made of 
the importance and originality of the research reported in the thesis. 

In the case of mamiscripts CO-authored by the candidate and others, the 
candidate is required to make an explicit statement in the thesis as to 
who contributed to such work and to what extent. SupeMsors must attest 
to the accuracy of such statements at the doctoral oral defense. Since the task 
of the examiners is made more difficult in these cases, it is in the candidate's 
interest to make perfectly clear the responsibilities of ail the authors of the CO- 

authored papers. 



Introduction 

This paper is based on the works of P.J. Cain and AG. Hopkins, two hjstonans 

eminent in the field of British Imperia1 history. In four main works these authors examine a 

debate on the reasons behind British imperial expansion in the nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries, a debate they cd ,  "so diverse and volumllious as to de@ ready comprehension." 

Cain and Hopkins' articles, "Gentlemady Capitalism and British Expansion Overseas, 1: The 

OId Colonial System, 1688- 1850," and, "II: New Impenalism, 1850- 1945," in Ecomrnic 

Hisiory Review, volumes 39 (1986) and 40 (1987) respectively, set out the theoreticai 

Eamework for their decidedly different explanation for British imperid expansion. Ln their two 

volume monograph, British Irnperidism: hzriov~tion mid &pamio11, 1688-1914, and British 

Irnpen'alim: Crisis and Decotutnrclioit, 19 / - / - M W ,  they present numerous case studies to 

support the arguments made in their first two articles. This paper takes its reference from their 

1986 and 1987 articles, and attempts to test their thesis by exarnining the Canadian context. 

Early in their fit article Cain and Hopkins make clear the aim of their article: '10 show 

that the impulses making for irnperialism ... cannot be grasped without 6rst comprehending the 

interaction between economic development and the metropole. " ' In D.K Fieldhouse's reply to 

1 P.J. Cain and AG. Hopkuis, "Gentiemaniy Capitalism and British E-upansion Oc.erse;is, 1: The Old 
Colonial Sqstem, 1688-1850." Econortric Hisrory Revierç: Vol. 39,4, (1986) pp 501-525. p 502. 



the Cain and Hopkins monograph, Fieldhouse succinctly identifiecl the two parts of their 

argument; the kst being that, "modem British economic development was Iess industrialization 

than the emergence of a hancial and services sector which, unlike manufachiring, for long 

dominated the international economy and continued, or a least txied, to do so even &er Britain 

had ceased to be a leading industriai power during the eariy twentieth ~ e n t u r ~ . " ~  According to 

Fieldhouse the second part of their argument posits that, "this sector was controlled by a 

network of capitalists and those in the higher reaches of the public and service sectors, aü of 

whorn inhented and exemplified a code of conduct which had been established by the landed 

aristocracy and gentry."3 Cain and Hopkins cded these men " g e n t l e d y  capitalists", 

reflecting their business practices and social position. Fieldhouse paraphrases the two authors' 

thesis M e r  by saying, "these gentlemanly capitalists dominated public policy, including 

international relations, because there was no division between business G.C.'s [gentlemanly 

capitalists] and those in government who made policy decisions. "' 

This paper does not seek to prove or disprove Cain and Hopkins' argument that the 

metropole (London), its inhabitants, and its activities, were responsible for British imperid 

expansion. That argument is better lefi to the D.K. Fieldhouses and Andrew Porters. Rather, 

this paper attempts to test Cain and Hopkins' contention by reference to Canada. 

According to Cain and Hopkins gentlemanly capitalism wolved in Britain fiorn "rentier 

capitali~rn."~ This form of capitalkt weaith, based on land ownership in the feudal system of 

2 D.K. Fieldhouse, "Gentlemen, Capitalists, and the British Empire." 7he Joicmal O/ lrriperial and 
Contrno.wealth History, Vol. 22, no. 3, pp 53 t -54 1. p 536. 

ibid.. p 536. 
4 ibid., p 536. 
5 Cain and Hoplans, "Gentlemanly Capitaih 1". p 50-1. 
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Stuart England, was replaced at the end of the seventeenth century by a variation referred to as 

"landed capitalism." The landed elite who controlled this pre-capitalist economic system were 

most notable for their attitudes towards wedth, the generation of wealth, loyalty and f a d y  or 

clan connections. It was their, "contempt for the everyday world of wealth creation and of the 

profit motive as the chef goal of activity," that helped define them as a gmup and characterize 

their aristocratie power.6 As Britain's pre-capitalist economy evolved into the nineteenth 

century, wealth generated 60m land ownership became less cornmon and less important to the 

economy as a whoie. In its place was a " s e ~ c e  sector", centred in London, which came to 

drive the econornic engine of Great BrÎtain and its Empire. This sector included banking, 

transportation, insurance, brokering, and those activities which allowed one to make money 

rather than work for it.7 This manner of creating wealth was seen as more compatible with the 

landed view of wealth so that, "the more an occupation or a source of income allowed for a 

lifestyle which was similar to that of the landed classes, the higher the prestige it cm-ied and the 

greater the power it ~onferred."~ Contrary to the traditional British histonogaphy on imperial 

expansion and economic evolution, Cain and Hopkins daim that industry was incompatible 

with gentlemanly ideals because such work did not d o w  sufficient leisure t h e  for the social 

activities which were essential to success in public Key and public life occupied an important 

place in the value systern of gentlemanly capitali~ts.~ 

Unlike landed capitalisrn which used heredity to determine membership in its ranks, 

gendemanly capitalism was much more open and flexible in its determination of gentlemanly 

- - .  

ibid.. p 501 .  
ibid.. p 505. 
ibid. p 505. 

9 ibid.. p 505. 
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status. Characteristic of the British social hierarchy, there were dEerent tiers of gentlemanly 

capitalists dl bound together by their non-industrial occupations. British administrators and 

civil servants, drawn largely f?om the landed or seMce sectors, were among the City's most 

powerful businessmen, and their power was denved &om their social origins and education in 

Britain's best public schools and ancient universities, Odord and Cambridge.'' The 

"Oxbridge" crowd was unquestionably at the top of the gentlemanly ladder. The gentlemanly 

ranks also included, "the higher reaches of the law, the upper echelons of the Church and the 

officer class of the m e d  se~ces."" Further down the hierarchy one could attain a prestige, 

"by reflecting the lustre of those he ~erved."'~ Most importantly for this paper, however, Cain 

and Hopkins explain that, "hi& status could be achiwed by those who were 'something in the 

City' or who, as large merchants, managed to distance themselves fiom the 'shopocracy' of the 

nati~n."'~ From Cain and Hopkins description, and 6oin the evidence cokcted for this paper, 

religion andlor nationality made little difEerence as to whether one could attain gentlemdy 

status. Indeed, one of Britain's largest banks in the late nineteenth century, Rothschilds, was 

owned and nin by a Jewish family. Similarly, many Scottish-Canadian men exercized 

considerable authority in the City. Such men as George Stephen (later Lord Mountstephen), 

Sir John Rose, and Donald Smith (Iater Lord Strathcona) ali had Sconish roots, di made their 

fortunes in Canada and dl carved out places for themselves as gentlemanly capitalists. 

How did a colonial gain gentlemanly status in London? Certainly, being "something in 

the City" was not a spontaneous occurrence for a transplanted Canadian, even a Scottish-bom 

' O  P.J. Cain and AG.  Hopkins, eritish Irnperialim: Innovarion and fipansion. 1688-191 4. (London and 
New York: Longman, 19% .) pp 122- 124. 

l Cain and Hoplans. "Geniiemanly Capitalism 1". p 506. 
" ibid.. p 506. 
l 3  ibid.. p 506. 



one. These men had to demonstrate that their occupation was consistent with the gentlemanly 

ideal of 'propertied' wealth, not 'acquisitive' or 'entrepreneurid wealth. '' Second in importance 

to a colonial's occupation or source of income was his ab@ to fûnction in the culture of 

gentlernanly capitalism. A premium was placed on leisure and social activities to the extent 

that, "the club-like atmosphere within which City business was transacted ensured that 

decisions were likely to be taken on the basis of particularist and mordistic assumptions. "" To 

be sure, the social clubs of London were the places where decisions and agreements were 

made. Concepts of honour and mutual trust dominated in the clubs where one's network of 

personal contacts was his lifeline to the world of gentlemady ~apitalisrn.'~ Any colonial 

wishing to becorne prominent in the City had to join one or more clubs. 

Naturaliy, whether he was a colonial or not, he had to possess the hancial resources 

necessary to sustain a public social We. Mercliants and bankers of the City arnassed gigantic 

fortunes by hvesting other people's money, others came to the City already wealthy. Cain and 

Hopkins point out that a person from an industrial background could become a gentleman, "by 

abandoning the attitudes or even the occupations which had brought their original s~ccess .~"~ 

It may be assumed that the sarne courtesy would have been extended to colonials given the 

apparent flexibility of the gentlemanly culture. The three men that wiii be discussed in this 

paper, Sir John Rose, Sir Alexander Tilloch Galt, and S i  Charles Tupper, all came to London 

with diverse backgrounds, but all had one cornmon experience. They had aii been (or stili 

were) prominent Canadian politicians. This background in public service provided a nahiral 

1 1  Max Weber, Econorry and Society: .-ln Outfine of Interpretive Sociologv., ed. G. Roth and C. Wittich, 
(1978) in Cain and H o m ,  Gentlernaniy Capitrilism 1, p 505. 

l 5  Cain and Hoplans, Gentlemanly Capitalimi 1, p 508. 
16 ibid., p 507. 
'' ibid., p 509. 
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asset in the City since British administrators and civil servants were drawn rnostiy Eom the 

landed and senices sectors. Their Canadian counterparts, therefore, seem to have been 

accorded a certain respect that proved a valuable currency in a society of gentlemanly 

capitalism. This respect would be magrilfiecl by a relationship with royalty. Friendship with a 

member of the Royal Farnily or a title provided a badge of respectability whtch gave entrée to 

the City, equaiIy for a colonial. 

Where this paper diverges fiom Cain and Hopkins' model, is the focus of its case 

studies. In British ImprrialÏimt: Ij~t~ovatzot~ cud Expansion, Cain and Hopkins examined 

Canada's relationship with gentlemanly capitalism fiom a distinctly British perspective. They 

portray Canada in the second halfof the nineteenth century as a colony (and later a nation) that 

was doomed either to economic collapse or cession to the United States. It is true that 

Amencan iduence on British North America was a topic for great concem arnong British and 

colonial officials, but Cain and Hopkins' assurnption that gentlemanly capitalism (namely 

Barings and Glyn) came to the rescue of Canadian autonomy presents only one side of the 

equation. They suggest that irnperial officials and gentlemen of the City acted independently by 

financing various raiiway schemes in the hopes of creating a self-sustaining econorny that 

would be inclined to maintain its imperial comection. This is untrue. The Canadian 

Government played an active role fiorn the beginning in trying to gain financing for railway 

schemes. Aside frorn a brief flirtation with annexation in 1849, which Cain and Hopkins 

acknowledge, the main players of this era were advocates of Empire and as such did not 

depend on British interests to maintain imperial connections. 



There is no question, however, that British capital was essential to the success of the 

nascent Canadian confederation. Since 1821, when the Welland Canal becarne the first major 

intkastmcture project to be hanced by British interests, there was a %ght interface [between] 

govemment and business" in the area of large idiastnicture projects.18 The relationship 

between Canadian governments and British business was logicd and one that Canada needed 

badly. The large amounts of capital required for expensive infiastructure projects could be 

found only in the United States and Britain. Since Canada's allegiance lay with the Empire she 

chose to appeal to financiers in the City of London for large infusions of cash whiie using 

domestic tax money for more modest projects. As Tom Naylor explained in A History of 

Cmzadim Biîsiness, there was a "deiiberate effort to shift the Canadian public debt fi-om the 

province to England in order to free funds in Canada for other in~estrnent."'~ One of the 

effects of this early foray by the Canadian government into the investment houses of London 

was to create a healthy and familiar relationship between the two groups by the tirne of 

Confederation in 1867. 

Canadian banks were similarly unable to raise and lend capital for large projects. In the 

nineteenth century Canadian banks were not equipped to handle the type of long-term, 

debenture-heavy credit arrangements for which British banks such as Barings and Glyn were 

prepared. In the decades preceding Codederation (and for years der),  therefore, Barings and 

Glyn was the source for dmost al British capital destined for Canada. Naylor likened Baring 

and Glyn's relationship with Canadian Finance Ministers to the Bank of England's relationship 

IS R.T. Naylor, i l  Histoty o/Canadian Business, 1867-1 91 4, Vol. 1. (Toronto: James brimer & 
Company, 1975.) p 20. 
l9 ibid. p 2 1. 
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with the Chancellor of the ~xche~ue r?  Despite his penchant for overstatement, Naylor's 

observation was quite tme. As early as 185 1 Barings and Glyn's influence was great within the 

united provinces of Upper and Luwer Canada. In that year the London bankers received a 

cornmitment from the provinces that they would not increase their public debt without first 

consulting Barings and Glyn. 

With the coming of Confederation in 1867, Canada was ready to assume the 

independence and responsibilrty for formuiating her own economic policies that was associated 

with her new Dominion statu. Su John A Macdonald and his Conservative government 

accepted the challenge and during their hst term in office set out to fulfill the promises of 

Confederation and create a continent-wide, self-sustaining economy. This could only be 

accomplished with the building of the CPR A transcontinental railway was needed for many 

reasons, most of them economic. A railway would provide the means to populate the West 

and begin farrning the rich land on a iarger scale. Furthemore, the railway would 

automaticaliy create an east-west trading network, thereby precluding the necessity of 

depending on the north-south network dominated by the Americans. Of course, the money 

needed for this enorrnous project would have to be found in London where the Canadian 

government was still active. Although Canada was no longer beholden to Barings and Glyn as 

they had been in 1 85 1, the bankers were dl considered Canada's 'Yinanciai agents" in Bntain. 

As such, Macdonald needed to be conscious and well-informed about the opinions of the City 

when he instituted economic changes of the magnitude of the Canadian Pacific Railway. 

Gentlemanly capitaiiçts in London played a central role in the Conservative's economic policy 

and political success since offshore money from London still outweighed domestic income. 
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The only way Macdonald could be well-infonned about attitudes and reactions in the 

City was to have a representative on site, who could receive Macdonald's instructions or 

cornments and act on them quickly. A permanent representative in London, therefore, would 

facilitate communication and understanding between gentlemanly capitaîists and politicians in 

the City and politicians in Canada. In choosing a representative Macdonald realized that it was 

necessary to consider the person's social attributes as weii as his business knowledge since he 

would be associating with politicians and businessmen in the gentlemanly culture of the City. 

Given Cain and Hopkins' portrayéil of gentlemanly culture, the successful candidate's ability to 

mediate and negohate in the City was dependent on his personal characteristics as weli as the 

structure of his office. 

in the nineteenth century there were many private, wealthy Canadians who were a part 

of gendemaniy culture in London. Many of these were also fnends of the government. This 

paper, however, examines the office of the High Commissioner that was created as a way to 

address governmentai needs and priorities such as the financing of the CPR. The CPR was the 

core and symbol of Macdonald's positive, interventionkt changes in the Canadian economy. 

Three men wiil be discussed in the context of the CPR and their office, the High 

Cornmissionership. Each man represented a different stage in the evolution of the Office of the 

High Commissioner and of permanent Canadian representation in London. The social, 

personal and political characteristics and powers of each man wiii be examined in relation to the 

Office's evolution. It is important to view both the Office and the men who occupied it at once 

since all three men, Sir John Rose, Sir Alexander Tilioch Gait, and Sir Charles Tupper, were 
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gentlemen in their own right and their success or fadure was often a fundon of how the Kgh 

Commissionership was viewed by the British Govemment. 

Sir John Rose becarne Canada's fkst public link to gentlemanly capitalism in the City 

and is considered Canada's first de facto High Commissioner. From 1869 to 1879 Rose acted 

as Canada's unofficial representative seeking out investment capital for various projects 

(including the CPR), protecting Canada's reputation and image in the press, and generaliy 

acting as a lobbyist for Canadian interests. His position as a banker, former politician, lawyer 

and diplornat and member of various boards of directors automaticdy counted hirn among the 

gentlemanly eiite of the City. Kis unofficial status aided him in his representation because it 

was understood that Rose was in London on an informal basis and the Imperia1 government's 

imperid policy was not threatened. He was able, therefore, to maintah his ties to the 

govemment and create a place for hirnself in the City's gentlemaniy capitalist culture. His 

successes and the needs of the Canadian govemment argued for the formal creation of the 

Office of High Commissioner and the appointment of Sir Alexander Tilloch Galt. 

Sir A.T. Gdt became Canada's first High Commissioner in 1880 when Sir John A 

Macdonald determineci that Canada needed official representation in London because of his 

govemment's economic imperatives. Galt was chosen, like Rose, because of qualities that 

would allow him to operate more smoothly in gentlemanly circles. As a former businessman 

and politician who was acquainted with the workhgs of the City and possessed powerful 

contacts with boards of directors and bankers, Galt was also knowledgeable in the area of 

railways and land settlement, two subjects that were high on the list of the Hgh 
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Cornrnissioner's instructions. He failed, however, to forge a good relationship with 

Gladstone's govemuig Liberals. This was partly due to the British Govemment's reluctance to 

extend the autonomy of the colonies and Galt's shortsighted hostility towards the Liberals. 

Without endorsement fiom the British govemment Gdt's status in London was put into 

question and his effectveness in the City was lùnited. 

Sir Charles Tupper came to the Office in 1883 while stili a rnember of Sir John A. 

Macdonald's cabinet. He had been involved in politics for some thvty years and was one of 

Macdonald's most trusted allies. Tupper was valued and respected because of his long-time 

and extensive involvement in Canadian railways. His knowledge of railways and their relation 

to Canada's economy made him one of Canada's most powerful poiiticians thereby assuring 

him of govemment recognition and endorsement in London. Once gained, Tupper used his 

power in the City with great effectiveness, as various British and Canadian officials testified, 

and he had no difnculty assuming the gentiemanly lifestyle. Like Rose and Galt, Tupper had 

powerful contacts in the City including a £iiendship with the Royal Family. Tupper's forceful, 

aggressive, and sometimes bombastic personality made hirn a formidable Canadian 

representative. Tupper was largely responsible for convincing Barings to provide financing for 

the last and moa expensive portion of the CPR in 1885. 

This study is based on both primay and secondary sources. The volurninous 

Macdonald papers (MG26 A) at the National Archives of Canada provide the most 

ùiformation regarding the High Cornmissioner's actions in London since Rose, M t ,  and 

Tupper were ali personal Wends of Macdonald, who corresponded reguiarly with the Prine 
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Minister on a broad range of subjects. The persona1 papers of Gait and Tupper, aiso at the 

National Archives, are disappointingly spane for the period they served as High Cornmissioner. 

This may be explained by the fact that many of Tupper's papers were not released by his 

family or sirnply disappeared. In Galt's case, the period of 1879 to 1883 was not a happy one 

for him and his family. The bulk of his correspondence are of a personal nature, largely with 

his wifie, and fiom a happier t h e  than when he was Canada's High Commissioner. Sir John 

Rose's personai papers are not at the National Archives but his Mers to and fioin Macdonald 

provide ample information and evidence as to his position and standing in London. 

This study has used a number of secondary sources. Two works in particular, both 

Ph.D. dissertations, deal directly with the origins of the Office of Hi& Comrnissioner. WiEed 

IMn Smith's "Ongins and Early Development of the ûf£ice of High Commissioner'' provides a 

thorough examination of the establishment, development, and functions of the Kigh 

Commissioner's office up to 1896 and gives a brief surnmary of the earlier stages in 

representation Wesley Barry Turner's "Colonial Self-Govemment and the Colonial Agency: 

Changing Concepts of Permanent Canadian Representation in London" is a broader study than 

Smith's. It deals with the evolution of the Canadian concept of permanent representation in 

London fiom 1848 (when responsible government was first granted to British North Amerka) 

to 1880 and the establishment of the Oace of High Cornmissioner. Turner's study is 

partiailarly useful for his examination of Canada's ad hoc missions, especiaiiy Su John Rose's. 

The hst scholarly article to look at Sir John Rose's tirne in London appeared in the 

Cmmdian Historieal Review (1931). M.H. Long's "Sir John Rose and the Infornial 

Beginnings of the Canadian High Commissionership" deals solely with Rose's agency d u ~ g  
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the yean 1869-1879 and raises many issues that require fbrther examination. H. Gordon 

Skilling's Canadimt Represettfatim Abroad (1945) was the first major work in this field. In 

rhis work Skilling examines the 'hachinerf' of Canadian extemai representation beginning in 

about 1868. D.M. L. Farr's The Coiottia! OBce and Cm~ada. 1867-1887 presents a senes of 

"case studies in the relations between United Kingdom aiid Canada in the period 1867-1 887." 

He selects six problems, analyzes how they were dedt with by the two countnes, and examines 

the consequences for their relationship. Chapter Eight deais with the creation of the High 

Commissionership and in other chapten the roles of Canadian representatives are touched 

upon when necessary. Dr. F m  illustrates the Anglo-Canadian relationship at work but he is 

not concemed with the origins or development of permanent Canadian represeqfêtion in 

London. 



Sir John Rose: 

Canada's First De Facto High Commissioner 

I f  one accepts Cain and Hopkins' argument that gentlemanly capitalists in the 

City of London, and their constant drive for opening new areas of investment opportunity, 

were responsible for British impenai expansion in the late nineteenth century, then Canada 

is a good place to begin to test their hypothesis. Having gained Dominion status in 1867, 

Canada was well positioned to take advantage of the outflow of investment capital from 

the City of London because of her need to build the supporting infrastructure for a large 

territory. In secunng this capital, few Canadian men were more important than the 

representative of the Canadian governrnent, the Canadian High Commissioner. Given the 

gentlemanly capitalists' emphasis on personai honour and trust in business and social 

&airs, one's social standing and network of contacts contributed significantly to the 

ultimate success of business relationships. Canada's High Commissioner depended on his 

social graces and gentlemanly qualities to represent Canadian interests effectively in the 

Empire's financial centre. Without this vital Iink to gentlemanly capitalism, the City's 

financial avenues would have been obstructed and some of Canada's most important 

public projects may never have been completed. Among these projects was the Canadian 

Pacific Railway which, in the first five years of its existence, stmggled continually to find 

large investments to float this great transcontinental project. Canada's link to the City and 
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gentlemanly capitalism worked diligently in the clubs and banks of London to ensure 

Canada's national dream came to fniition. 

The CPR was oniy one part of a grander scheme called Confederation. The 

British North Arnenca Act of 1867 conferred no additional autonomy on the newly 

created codederation but it gave the enterprising fathers of Confederation an opportunity 

to realize expensive econornic plans and projects which had been heretofore constrained 

by geographic, constitutionai and fiscal issues. Such were the plans to build a 

transcontinental railway and settle the North-West with immigrants. These were mainly 

economic projects that were promoted by rail, land and banking interests who were 

anxious to cash in on potentiai profits. In the process they became the cement of a new 

nation. As had been the case in pre-Confederation Canada, however, financing for large 

projects codd  not be found intemally. Ad hoc missions to London by businessmen and 

politicians sometimes proved h i t h 1  (such as the St. Lawrence canal system and the St. 

Lawrence and Atlantic Railway) but were generally limited by a lack of full-tirne, on 

site representation. Confederation provided a bener way to pursue money in London 

because a coherent and central governrnent in Canada provided a more authoritative 

voice on national projects. DornesticaUy, Confederation allowed the central 

government to have control of econornic incentives such as tax breaks, guarantees, 

land and business loans, al1 used in the hopes of ~ i i i i iu ia i i i i ~  the economy and 

expanding Canada's small tax base. In order to  realize the imperial and domestic 

benefits of Confederation, Sir John A. Macdonald understood that Canada needed 

a representative in London whose importance was cornmensurate with both 
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the Dominion's status and needs. In 1869, Sir John Rose was chosen to be the first man 

to represent and promote Canada's interests in London as its unofficial representative. 

Years later, Rose would be recognized as Canada's first High Cornmissioner in al1 but 

Sir John Rose was bom in TurE, Aberdeen, Scotland on August 2, 1820 to W ï a m  

Rose and Eiizabeth F$e. Before immigrating to Lower Canada with his parents at age 16, 

Rose received a good education, entering King's Coilege of the University of Aberdeen at 

thirteen years of age, where he studied the arts. The young Rose dropped out of King's 

College one year afler he began his studies, however, and did not continue his education on a 

formal level even when the family settled in Huntingdon, Lower Canada in 1836. Rose chose 

instead to study law in Montreai under two prominent lawyers Adam Thom and Charles 

Dewey Day. Rose's apprenticeship under Day could only have been beneficial for his future 

career in finance, since Day acted as counsel for such important thber  barons as R u d e s  

and Phiiemon Wright and as advocate for the British American Land Company.' In 1542 

Rose was cded to the bar to begin an auspicious career in law, poiitics, diplomacy, 

and hance. 

Sir John Rose's relationship with Montreal business was built on his successful 

commercial law practice. As a lawyer and nsing young star in Montreal mercantile circles 

in the late 1840's and 18507s, Rose served as Director of the Bank of Montreai and sat on 

1 Carman Miller, Dictionary O/ Canadian Biography, Vol. XI, eù. Francess G. Halpenny (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 1982.) Day is a h  knonn for his efforts as an educationalist. king crcdited 
with McGilI University's progress and prosperiv during the mid-nineteenth and for fus political and 
judicial career as MP for his Ottawa coastituency and Supreme Court judge. His e.upenence was likely 
valuabIe to Rose as iIIustrated by Rose's similar career plan. 
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the boards of the City Bank, the Montreal Telegraph Company, the Grand Trunk Railway, and 

North British and Mercantile Insurance Company. A testament to the success and reputation 

of his law practice were his clients, men such as Sir George Simpson, Hugh M a n ,  and Sir 

George Stephen, aU captains of Montreal business. Rose's early and easy association with 

Montreal's hmcjal ehte wouid serve hirn well in Canada and in the City. 

Rose's entry into politics in 1857, gave hirn an opportunity to play a larger, more 

international role, to represent Canada abroad, especiaily in Great Britain and the United 

States. Sir John A. Macdonald, who first met Rose in the 184OYs, was impressed with bis 

financial and negotiating abilities during a trip to London in 1857 where the two men tried to 

obtain imperid guarantees on loans from the British Govemment for the building of the 

Intercolonial ~ a i l w a ~ . ~  Although their mission failed, the two men forged a lasting fiiendship. 

Macdonald found in Rose a colleague whom he could trust with financial matters, especiaily 

negotiations with British money-lenders. In November, 1857 Macdonald appointed Rose 

Solicitor General for Canada East even before Rose had conteaed a seat for the Legislative 

Assembly. In the ensuing election he won a seat as a Conservative for his Montreai-Centre 

nding. Rose, however, never becarne an accomplished P a r t y  Ioyalist and partisan 

politician. He chose instead to support those issues and projects which he saw as of national 

importance, regardless of the politicai party that sponsored them.' Rose's non-partisan 

character proved valuable in 1875 when the Liberal Prime Minister Alexander Mackenzie 

chose to retah Rose (a Macdonald appointee) as the govemment's Financial Commissioner 

In the Dictionav of Canadion Biogmphy, Vol. XI, p 766. D.M.L. Farr eqlains that shonly aAer the 
two men met, they and a third man traveled to the United States as stroliing musicians wherc, 
"Macdonald played some rude instrument, Rose enacted the part of a bear and danced . . ." 
3 D. M.L. Fan, Dîctîonory of Canadian Biography, Vol. Xi ( 1  88 1 - l89O), ed. Francess Halpenny 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press. 1982.) p 767. 
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in London, despite Mackenzie's m e n t  appointment of Edward Jenkins as Canada's new Agent 

General. 

In 1858 Rose was named Receiver Generai, and in 1859 was appointed Canada's 

Minister of Public Works. His tirne as Minister of Public Works was a difEcult one, however, 

because of the controversy over the construction of the Parliament Buildings in Ottawa. 

Although construction of the Buildings began in 1860, the project was almost irnmediately 

over-budget and fiaught with difEiculties owing to a lack of cooperation between the architects 

and officiais in the Public Works ~epartment.' Whoever was at fauit, Rose became the object 

of attack, and on June 2 1, 1861 he resigned his cabinet position due to the pressure of his 

public duties. Although he retained his seat in Parliament, and in 1863 was re-elected in his 

Montreal-Centre riding, Rose did noi hold another Ministerid position until the Codederation 

Cabinet of 1867. 

During the intervening years Rose concentrated on his large and thnving law 

practice which had by now made him a wealthy man (wealthy enough to own a house 

on Montreai's atnuent Mount Royal). He ais0 began to carve out a narne for himself as a 

diplomat by helping negotiate a settiement for the Hudson's Bay Company in their claims for 

compensation for lands in the Oregon Temtory that were ceded to the United States 

in 1846. Shce Rose had acted as HBC counsel in Canada for some years, he was well 

acquainted with the subject and was asked to represent Britain on the British-Amencan joint 

commission constituted to settle the clairns. In 1869, the HBC and its subsidiary, the Puget's 

Sound Companies, were awarded $650,000 in gold by the Commission. The su-year 

experience gave Rose an opportunity to increase his international prominence and 

' ibid., p 767 
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make contacts with powerfùl Amencan and British businesmen and politicians.5 

Since the City operated on "an extended network of personal contacts based on mutual 

trust and concepts of honour," Rose's London experience prepared him for his position.6 The 

personal fiiendships and professional associations that he had made while counsel for the HBC, 

one of the Empire's largest companies, extended his network of social, business and political 

connections. For example, his close fiiendship with Thomas Baring, the Conservative MF and 

senior partner at Barings Brothers (which dong with Glyn and MiiJs was Canada's financial 

agents in England) provided a usefil entrée to London's gentlemaniy capitalists. As 

gentlemaniy capitalist with a network of usefùl contacts, Rose was well placed to represent 

Canada's interests at the highest levels in the City. 

Despite Rose's considerable social and politicai assets he was uncornfortable in politics; 

and in 1869 d e r  oniy a year as Canada's Minister of Finance Rose lefl politics. A year 

before, he explained to Thomas Baring that he had become weary of politics and felt that he 

was becorning, 'a mere automoton." According to hun, officiai life was "incessant 

and aggravating - to say nothing of the utter destruction of Domestic ~omfort."~ During 

that year Rose tried to irnplement a single- currency system in Canada, but he 

encountered opposition from Members of Parliament West of Montreai who saw Rose's 

scherne as an attempt to concentrate financial power in Montreal at Toronto's expen~e.~ 

n ie  final hstrating blow came when Macdonald, fearful of the political 

consequences, withdrew Rose's currency legislation. Rose resigned his seat in the 

s E.E. Rich, TheHistotyoJthe Hudson'sBay Conipany, 1670-1870, Vol. II: 1763-1870. (London: 
Hudson's Bay Record Society, 1959.) pp 735-748. 
6 Cain and Hopkins, "Gentlemadj- Capitalism I", p 507. ' Rose to Thomas Baring. Septembcr 13. 1868. Cited in Smith. Origins, p 44. 
LI Fan. DCB. p 768. 
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Cabinet and the House of Cornons and decided to move to London to pursue a career in 

international hance; a most gentlemanly occupation. 

Rose's decision to move his farnily to London was not a dficult one. He and his wife, 

Charlotte Temple of Vermont, were anxious to retum to Great Britain to be near their three 

children (two daughters and a son) ail of whom had recently married and were living in 

Engiand and ~cot land.~ Indeed, during the previous decade Rose had sought invesmient or 

career opportunities that would allow hirn to retire in London. When the New York bankers, 

Monon, Bliss, and Company, therefore, asked Rose to head up their London office this 

position provided Rose with the ideal oppominity. Three weeks d e r  Rose offered Macdonald 

his resignation on September 27, 1869, he was in London, installed in his new position with 

Morton, Rose and Company. The financial terms were a considerable incentive. Along with 

the f 10,000 per anum salary, his status as 'partner" gave hirn access to a portion of the 

Company's profits. It also enhanced his prestige in the City. As a managing partner, 

Morton, Rose and Bliss certaidy codïmed Rose's stahis as a gentlemanly capitalist. 

Almoa simultaneously with Rose's new position with Morton, Rose and 

Company, Macdonald appointed hirn as Canada's unofficial resident minister in 

London. Rose did not appear to seek a more formai status because, as he explained to 

Macdonald at the tirne, there were ' % d y  any grounds for giving it an extensive diplornatic 

character."" F i d y  committed to personal diplomacy, Rose made it his business to get 

acquainted with the leading politicians and govement officials of the day, thereby 

enhancing his List of contacts in the City and his ability to use persond influence to 

9 Smith. Origins, p 44. 
'O Rose to Macdonald, August, L869, MG26 A, Vol. 258, pp 1165851 16587. 
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negotiate understandings and accommodations. " He also recognized that officiai 

representative status in London could be gained only fiom an Imperial Govemment that was 

anxious to preserve its sovereignty. Indeed, not until 1880 and the creation of the Hïgh 

Co-ssionership did Canada secure this officiai representation in London. Macdonald agreed 

wiîh Rose and in 1869 gave him fiee reign to work as he saw fit. Macdonald could not aEord 

to argue with Rose on this point for fear of souring him on the mission, nor could he take the 

chance of raising problems with the Imperial Govemment regarding official colonial 

representation; nor did Macdonald see any need to do so. At the same t he ,  the issue of 

Rose's status seemed unimportant considering the other pressing issues. Eventuaiiy, the 

question of Rose's status became moot when, through his sidfÙl handling of diplomatic and 

bancial matters, Rose earned de facto officiai datus. 

Sir John Rose's position as unofficial representative was not Canada's 

oniy experiment with on site representation in London before the High Cornmissionership 

was fomally created in 1879. In 1874, Canada adopted the example of the 

Australian colonies, and established an Agent General in London, a British Member 

of Parliament who jerved as a colony's voice in London. Canada's 'Agent General' 

replaced the positions of the emigration and commercial agents, who lacked any formal 

diplomatic status. But, as D.M.L. Farr reminds us in The Colotlial Office atld 

Canada, emigration and commercial agents possessed semi-consular status.12 

Canada's first Agent General, the British MP Edward Jenkins, was charged 

. - . -.- 

" Turner. Colonial Selj-Goverrwient, pp 199-200. 
1 2  D.M.L. Fasr. The Colonial OBce and Cnnada, 1867-1887. (Toronto; University of Toronto 
Press. 1955.) p 255.  
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with several responsibilities. He was to retain regular contact with the Canadian 

government, receive and follow their poiicies as they related generally to emigration, as 

well as act as advocate, lobbyist and advisor on any Canadian rnatter which came before 

the appropnate rninister(s) in Whitehail. If necessary, Jenkins was also responsible for 

negotiating with the Imperia1 Government on Canada's behaif. These affairs of state had 

previously been handled by visiting Canadian cabinet ministers, but more constant and 

reliable representation was needed. The possibility of conflict between Jenkins and the 

Canadian Government was clear, however, because Jenkins' success depended heavily on 

his ability to act impartiaily arnong his peers on behaif of a tenitory thousands of miles 

away. Moreover, Sir John A. Macdonald, who was leader of the Opposition in 1874, was 

womed that Jenkins would not have the ear of the lmperial Govemment because the 

Liberal MP had criticized the British Conservative Government of the day." 

For Canada's Liberai Pnme Mïnister, Alexander Mackenzie, his 

selection of Jenkins as Agent General was easy to justiQ. In Mackenzie's view, the 

Agent General was a complimentary position to the Canadian immigration 

service, a seMce that had lacked an official with diplornatic or political status. The 

original title given the position, General Resident Agent for the Dominion and 

Superintendent of Emigration, was more reflective of Jenkins' duties. He had 

complete control over European emigration, gave attention to 'Canadian gentlemen 

calling in London,' and if the Canadian government so desired, looked afier 

political missions to the Imperid Govemment.'' Contlict soon arose between 

1 3  H. Gordon Skilling. Canadian Representation Abroad: Front Agency fo E m b a s ~ .  (Toronto: The 
Ryerson Press, 1945.) p 86. 
II ibid., p 86. 
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Jenkins and the Canadian Minister of Agriculture over the extent of Jenkins7 authority 

Some people in the Canadian government felt that Jenkins had overstepped his authority 

and threatened Canadian authority by ignoring directives sent by the Minister of 

Agnculture. Ienkins resigned the office at the end of 1875 when the Canadian 

Govemment reorganized the ernigration service. The new oficer in charge was called the 

Canadian Immigration Agent, and he  carrîed the rank of a first class or chief clerk in the 

Civil Service. Canada's first experiment with an official representative in London was 

short. 

Throughout 1874 and 1875 Sir John Rose carried out his duties as Canada's 

unofficiai representative in London. These duties included consolidating old Ioans at more 

attractive interest rates and payrnent structures. Mackenzie regarded Rose's work as 

important and, therefore, gave Rose the officiai title of Financiai Commissioner in 

London. It did not change Rose's unofficiai status, however. Onginally, Macdonald 

planned to give Rose an official position, but this idea was vetoed by Rose himself 

because he believed that he could discharge his duties without the position having "an 

eaensive Diplornatic character."" Macdonald acceded to Rose's view because 

the issue of status was comparatively unimportant when set against the irnrnediate 

issues (debt restmcturing, financing for the CPR) which Confederation had spawned. 

Macdonald was also reluctant to push for the status of 'resident minister' for fear of 

inflaming Little Englander sentiment in the British Parliament and public.16 Therefore, 

the Order in Council that established Rose's appointment made clear his informal 

1 5  Rose to Macdonrild,, August, 1869, MG26 A. Vol. 258, pp 116585-1 16587. 
16 Wilfred Inin Smith, Origins and Euriy Developrrient ofthe Once ofiïigh Corriniissioner. 
(University of Minnesota, Ph.D. Thcsis, 1968) p JO. 



standing: 

The undersigned begs lave firrther to recommend that as Mr. Rose is about 
to reside permanently in England the Canacihm Government should trrke 
advantage of the knowledge he possesses of the flairs of the Dominion and 
request h m  to act. from time to time, on its behalf in rnritters aecting its 
interests and which m y  be referred to him for his action and that he may be 
accredited to Her Majesty's Government as a Gentleman possessing the 
confidence of the Canadian Government nith whom Her Majesty's Government 
may properly communicate on Canadian affairs.'' 

What qualities did Rose possess that prompted Macdonald to choose hirn for this 

position? Rose's expenence, ability, social and polit ical skiIls were strong and convincing 

credentials for the office. Moreover, Rose's and Macdonald's close personal relationship 

inside and outside of the Cabinet gave the two men the bais of a fh muhial understanding 

and confidence. T h g  also piayed a major part in Macdonald's choice. Rose's decision to 

leave politics at a Mie when post-confederation £inancial rnatters were taking on a new level of 

importance made an h e d i a t e  and strong choice imperative. The unification of the 

provinces meant that new debt arrangements had to be made with Canada's hancial agents 

in London, Barings and Glyn. Fuithemore, the recent purchase of the HBC temtory and 

the building of the CPR to the Coast of British Columbia would surely cal for an expenditure 

outside of the government's immediate resources. Financial assistance fiom the 

Imperia1 Govemment or tiom the City, similar to what the Grand Trunk Railway had 

received, was unavoidable. Whether or not it was a coincidence that Rose Ieft politics at this 

time, it was fortunate that he had the necessary qualities for the job he was assurning. 

Sir John Rose's most valuable qualities, in ternis of s e h g  as Canada's 

unofticid representative, were those related to his gentiemanly status in the City of London. 

' Pn\y Council Minutes. P.C. 716, October 2, 1869. 
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Over two decades as a politiciaq diplomat, and owner of the largest law practice in Montreal, 

Rose had cultivated close working relationships with politicians and financiers in Canada, 

Britain, and the United States. Kis business experience, sitting on numerous boards of 

directors was formidable and allowed hirn to establish easy and usefùl contacts. Occasionaily 

he had çerved as counsel for Barings and Glyn in Canada.'' Having close ties to the Grand 

T d  Railway and Hudson's Bay Company, two of the Empire's most conspicuous businesses, 

and Barings Brothers, arguably London's nchest and most influentid bank, put Rose at the 

h a r t  of the City's hancial centre. lg 

Similady, Rose's close personai relations with influentid politicians and businessmen 

gave him easy access to power and influence. Chief among his fiends was Thomas BaRng, 

Conservative MP, fiiend of Disraeli and closely associated with an array of British politicians 

connecteci to colonial &airs. Rose's fiequent official visits to Britain while a Canadian 

cabinet rninister cernented a fiendslip with Edward Ellice, Liberal MP and an intimate 

fiiend of ~ladstone.~' The fact that Rose found fnends in both the Conservative and 

Liberal parties reinforced his non-partisan character. As WiEied I M n  Smith noted in his 

shidy, Or@m mid Ern;(y Developrnent of 1hr Office of the High Commisîio~ter, an even 

more useful fiend was Edward the Prince of walesZL Rose had met the Prince in 1860 

when, as iviuiister of Public Works, he was responsible for coordinatïng his cross-country 

trip. The Prince had been favourably impressed with Rose's efficient planning of the 

IS Smith. Origins, p 45. 

l9 Barings Brothers and Glyn and Mills acted jointly as Cmads's financial agents in Britain but t h y  
wcre scparate companies altogether. By the 1890's, Glyn and Mills nfouId tie incorporated into the Bank 
of Scotland and Barings Brothers would suffer an ignorninious nar bmkruptcy because of bad 
in\.estments in South Arnerica. 
'O Smith, Ori@ns, p 46. 
" ibid.. p 47. 
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Royal tour which entailed coordinathg close to three hundred rnembers of Prince's entourage. 

While in Montreal, the Prince had stayed with Rose at his residence on Mount Royal. 

According to Wesley Barry Turner in Colonial SelfGoventrnetrt ami the Colonial Agetzcy, the 

fiiendship which developed between the two men gave Rose "entrée into the highest circles of 

English s o ~ i e t y . " ~  Rose's access to the British elite gave him an invaluable asset in 

representing Canadian interests in London. Indeed, as Tumer points out, Rose's social assets 

were invaluable to him when dealing with high government officials, politicians and hanciers 

because he could "speak to business or government leaders as an equal."2) As a result, he 

came into the closest touch with the inside developments of British politics.24 

Aside f?om Rose's influentid contacts and gentlemanly occupation, he possessed 

personal attributes which enhanced his gentlemanly status. The City's gentlemanly Mestyle 

depended heaviiy on social interaction, carrieci out in the City's social clubs and at private 

dinners. Rose belonged to the prestigious (and conservative) Athaneum Club and 

entertained businessrnen and politicians in his London home. His personal wedth, his ability 

to support the considerable cost of club memberships and dinner parties made this 

possible. The owner of Montreal's largest law practice, Rose was a wealthy man when he 

amived in London. Ln London he augrnented his wealth through his partnership at Morton, 

Rose, and Company. The London office was a separate legal entity fiom Morton, Biiss, and 

Company that secured its own business, maintained a separate capital account and only 

22 Wesley Barry Turner, Colonial Self-Governrrient and the Colonial Agency: Changmg Concepts 
of Pern~anenf Representation .-l b r o ~ d .  @ukc University, Ph.D. Thesis, IWO) p 205; Wi l f rd  Irtin 
Smith, Origins and Early Devefopnlent of the ODce offfigh Corr~~nisstoner, p 47. 
" Turner, Colonial Sel/-Governntent, p 207. 
24 M.H. Long. "Sir John Rose and the Informa1 Beginnings of the Canadian Eiigh 
Commissionership," The Canadian Historicd Review, 193 1,  Vol. 12, University of Toronto Press, p 29. 
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cooperated with the American hmU Rose's f 10,000 per year salary, not to mention his share 

of the company's profits ensured his continued ability to support the costs of gentlemanly 

status. 

Titles were another badge of gentlemanly status, which gave the recipient social 

standing and entrée into 'polite society'. In 1870 Rose was named KCMG; and in 1872 Sir 

John was elevated to a Baronetcy, with the title Rose of Montreal, for his work in the 

Washington Conference. Then, in 1878, he was promoted to GCMG. Only one other 

Caqadian, Sir John A. Macdonald hirnself, had ever received the laiter title before Rose. IF al1 

that was needed to become a gentleman in London was to be "something in the City", as Cain 

and Hopkins claim, then Rose's titles alone demonstrate his place and standing. 

Su John Rose's personai character facilitated his social advancement. Sir Joseph Pope, 

one of Sir John A. Macdonald's biographers, has descnbed Rose as a man of "singularly 

happy disposition and aectionate nature," who was known for his "courteous and 

pleasant manner," which made hirn widely popular on both sides of the ~cean . '~  Caleb 

Cushing, the Arnerican counsel in the HBC and the Puget's Sound Companies dispute 

descnbed Rose as a "gentleman who enjoyed the confidence of both cabinets," (British and 

herican)." In 1870, Colonial Secretary Lord Grandie expressed his pleasure with 

Rose's appointment as Canadian representative by writing that "the presence of Sir John Rose 

here has been of great use and cornfort to me," and "it is impossible to have an abler man with 

" Fan, DCB.. p 770. 
26 Sir Joseph Pope, Mernoirs of the Right Honotrrabfe Sir John .-llexander l~ïacdonald. (Toronto: 
O.dord University Press, 1930) p 66. 

Long "Sir John Rose." p 26. 
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whom to transact business."28 In the opinion of M.H. Long, Rose's abilities and personality 

meant that "he was at once received into the most intirnate confidence of the colonial and 

foreign offices on many matters. "" W e  Rose's professionai accomplishments, credentials 

and his wealth went a long way towards helping Rose gain acceptance in London's gentlemanly 

circles his amiable and urbane personality contributed to his success and standing. Kindness, 

intelligence, and a good-natured character stiii held social currency in Viaonan England. 

When Macdonald appointed Sir John Rose to London in 1869 to serve as Canada's 

unofficial representative, he canied with him an Order in Council listing thirteen instmcîions. 

Arnong the innructions was one directing Rose to keep in communication with the British 

Govemrnent regarding any nego tiations wit h the United States that involved Canadian afi-'airs, 

especially those pertaining to fisheries, borders, and trade. W e  this instruction 

covered his participation in the HBC-Puget's Sound Cornpanies dispute, it had a wider 

reference. Most of Rose's instructions dedt with his hancial duties and referred to issues 

related to the cornpletion of Confederation, such as the sale of HBC territories to the 

Dominion, emigration to the North West and the revision of Canada's debt and borrowing 

arrangements with Barings and GIyn. Prwiously, most of these matters were 

addressed by a visiting Canadian minister in B d a h  on a çpecial mission. Mer 

Confederation these issues were too important to be left to an itinerate Cabinet Minister. 

Macdonald and his govemment could think of few men more qualified to whom it could 

entrust these matters than Sir John t ose.^' 

'"ope, Memoirs. p 13 1. 
" Long. "Sir John Rose." p 26. 
'O Smith.Origins.p38. 
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The moa important subject entrusted to Rose, however, was the construction of a 

transcontinental railway. Courting lmperiai support for this project, in tems of guaranteed 

loans and finding interested inveaors in the City and the Continent, and defending the railway 

in the biased London press took up much of his t h e .  Without Rose's acquaintance with 

financial men and matters and his ability to interact with the City's gentlernanly capitalias, it is 

questionable whether the Canadian Pacific Rdway wodd have been taken senously in London 

as a cornpetitor of the Grand Tnink Railway. 

Rose remained closely involved with the PacSc railway schemes from 1872 until his 

death in 1888. The £ira Paciflc Railway scheme, launched by Macdonald's govemment in 

1872, began with a search for a suitable pnvate syndicate capable and willing to construct the 

immense railway. III these early stages Rose was usefùl to Macdonald both politically and 

hancially, from his position in the City. He provided an excellent channel for 

communication. As rival syndicates organized and presented their contract bids in Canada, 

Macdonald kept Rose infonned about the nature of these groups and his govemment's 

negotiations with them." In turn, Rose kept informed on the City's reaction to every 

movement. Clear communication regarding the radway was vitai to Macdonald because 

Canada's economic Future was depended on it and Macdonald's politicai prospects were also 

tied to it. Hence, the growing and pressing need to have a man in London. 

As the man on the spot, Rose was weU placed to judge the City's financiers' and 

investon' reactions to this project. M e n  a London newspaper reporteci in 1872 that a 

member of Iiugh Man's CPR syndicate was withdrawing his support for the railway, Rose 

immediately relayed the report to Macdonald. The Prime minister responded by sending 

- 

31 Turner, Colonial SelJ-Governtrienf, p 226. 
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Rose al1 the details of the story, confident that Rose would place the proper construction on the 

information. Since Rose was a fiend of John T.Delane, Editor of the Times, he was able to 

have the Canadian version of events printed in the London press anonymou~ly.'~ 

Another example of Rose's role in London was his interventions, a year later, shottiy 

before contract negotiations were completed with AUan's syndicate. At that time Rose 

reported to Macdonald that he was "not sure that the premature discussion of the project [in 

the Times] will help the hanciai arrangements, and d is a linle unfortunate that the 

announcement in comection with the undertaking should have been coupled with allusions to 

the Arnerican lines especiaily as the results of the working of the latter are stated very 

inacc~rately."~~ Linle did Rose realize that defending the CPR fkom both inaccurate and 

grossly rnisrepresented lies was going to be one of his most consistent and onerous duties while 

in London. Nor was it an easy task since there were many gentlemen in the City who were 

hostiie towards the CPR owing largely to its cornpetition with the fdtering Grand Tnink 

Railway. Conscious of this hostility, Rose wrote to ~Macdonaid during the Royal 

Commission into the Pacifie Scanda1 (a scandal which ended Man's aspirations to win 

the CPR contract) that he "went to see Delane and some &ends comected with the 

Tefegruph and the Duify Nrws and asked them to suspend any fùrther criticism until the whole 

of the evidence and the Report of the Commission could be got ... to which they 

assented."" While Rose had won a battle, the war continued, waged on the pages of the 

London newspapers for a decade and a haK As a consequence, this issue remained high on 

Rose to Macdonald March 27. 1872. MG26 4 Vol. 123, pp 50524-50527. " Rose to Macdonald, Febmry 22, 1873. MG26 A, Vol. 258, pp 1 1726% 1 17270. 
34 Rose to Macdonald, October 16, 1873. Cited in Long, "Sir John Rose," Canadian Hisforicaf Rcview, 
1931. p 39. 



Rose's agenda and that of his successors, Galt and Tupper." 

hb i i c  relations was only part of Rose's 'Pacifie' dossier. During Macdonald's fira 

Pacitïc Railway Scheme, Rose helped Man's syndicate h d  London rnoney for the marnrnoth 

undertaking. As a banker Rose was weii placed to assist, which Macdonald appreciated and 

~elcorned.~~ In Aprii, 1873 Rose worked diligently with the fùture Prime Minister of Canada, 

J.J.C. Abbon, in preparing financial proposais for Barings and Glyn whereby Nan's group 

would borrow £20,000,000 to be repaid over an extended period of the." Acceptance of this 

proposal in Britain was key to the future survivaf and success of any large, new colonial railway 

scheme. The psychological value in London of being able to prove one's respectability through 

gaining investors' interest and confidence was pncele~s.'~ Consequently, Rose introduced 

Aiian's syndicate to the representatives of Barings and Glyn on April 5. But the task was a 

dficult one and by May 1 Rose reported that "the difliculty of çetting responsible parties 

willing to undertake so large a responsibility . . . [is] nearly insurmountable." Nevertheless he 

had "made a good deal of confidentid enquity of leading parties both here and in Amsterdam 

and Frankfùrt with the same result. "3g 

What was remarkable about this situation was not that Rose could not help 

Ailan fmd investors in London or on the continent, but that he managed to persuade 

Barings and Glyn to participate in the discussions. There were two reasons for the 

City's reluctance to invest in this project. First, the year 1873 marked the approxirnate 

'' Turner. Colonial Selj-Gwernment. p 210. 
36 Smith. Origins, p 69. 
3-  Rose to Macdonald April3 & %, 1973. MG26 A, Vol. 258, pp 1 17277-1 1728 1. 
38 R.G. Moyles and Doug Chvram, Iniperial Drearris and Colonial Realities: British P'iews of 
Canada, 1880-1914 (Toronto, Buffalo. London: University of Toronto Press, 1988) pp 144-145. 
j 9  Rose to Macdonald, May 1, 1873. MG26 A, Vol. 258. p 1 17285. 
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beginning of a prolonged recession throughout the Western world that lasted for most of the 

decade. Dunng this period British capital tumed inward and as a result colonid projects 

languished." Second, both Barings Brothers and Glyn and Milis and their respective leaders 

Thomas Baring and George Gtyn had invested heaviiy in the Grand Tnink Railway ever since 

it had appeared on the London market. M e r  poor Canadian participation in stock and bond 

issues, extravagant overspending on construction and the poor management of the road, public 

investment aii but ceased, leaWig Barings and Glyn as the largest institutional investors to 

support the GTR. By 1858 Barings had £36 1,500 invested in GTR shares and debentures, 

while by 1562 Glyn's liability arnounted to £736,000." Given these circumstances both 

Barings Brothers and Glyn and Mills were reIuctant to consider proposals fiom a rival 

Canadian railway syndicate that intended to compete against the GTR. In 1873, this seemed 

tantamount to contributing money towards one's own demise. Even though the CPR's 

initial proposals were not taken up in London Rose's position as gentlemanly capitalist 

proved to be solid as he organized the negotiations with Barings and Glyn and used 

his personal relationship with Thomas Baring to further Canada's interests and national 

dream of a transcontinental railway. 

The ignorninious fall of Su John A Macdonald's Conservative govemment f ie r  

the PacZc Scandd marked a quieter period for Rose in London in terms of raiiway 

financing. The new Liberal Prime Muiister, Alexander Mackenzie, had different plans on 

how his govemment might establish transportat ional links with the Pacific Coast. 

4 O fivrarn and MoyIes, Ittiperiaf Drearrrs, p 149. 
41 D.C.M. Platt and Jeremy Adelman, "London Merchant Bankers in the First Phrisc of Ha\? 
Bonowing: The Grand Tmnk Railway of Canada." Journal ofltttperial and Commonweallh History, 18, 
2. ( IWO)  p~ 220-22 1. 
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His plan for the transcontinental railway was a piecemeal scheme in which the govemment 

would help pay for construction as it could S o r d  it. Nonetheless, the Canadian govemment 

used Rose's good offices to secure favourable pubiicity about the railway and arouse interest 

among British financiers and contractors." Conscious of the growing importance of Rose's 

office and appreciative of his abilities, on March 5, 1875 M a c k e ~ e  named Rose as Canada's 

Financial Cornmissioner of the Dominion of Canada. To devote more of his time to his public 

duties, in 1876 Rose retired kom Morton, Rose and Company leaving matters to his son 

Charles Rose while stiU retaining si@cant duence  on the h. As Financial Cornmissioner 

Rose assumed increased and more formal responsibilities on Canada's behaif Mackenzie's 

new instructions to Rose directed hirn to play a more active role in financial matters such as 

cowuhing Barings and Giyn about investments and arranging the details of bond issues." Rose 

was aiso directed to monitor the effectiveness of Barings and Glyn's work for the Canadian 

Govemment and, if necessary, supplement their operations." The trade depression of the 

1870's obtiged the Liberals to give greater attention to the country's solvency. Their 

decision to formalize Rose's hnctions was a reaction to the poor economic conditions and 

the prospect of havùig to take out loans in the coming years amounting to approxhately 

$75,000,000. By having Rose on the spot to oversee the new loans, and by consoiidating 

previous loans through converting existing bonds to new series of bonds, the Liberal 

government thought that "a person of standing conversant with the City business might easïiy 

work off a few hundred thousands a year by actual sales of this kind.'" In other words, he 

Turner, Colonial Self-Governrnent, p 228. 
Smith,, Origins. p 72. 
ibid., p 72. 
Cartwright to Rose, March 8. 1875. MG26 A. Cited in Smith, Origins, p 71. 
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would more than pay for his keep in the City. Liberals no less than Conservatives appreciated 

the value of having a fink to gentlemanly capitalism in the City. 

With the re-election of Macdonald's government in 1878, railways assumed a new 

importance, though it was not untii 1880 that Macdonald's government resuscitated its Paci£ïc 

plans. By this tirne, however, Rose's standing had changed. This was due to the creation of 

the ûfEce of High Cornmissioner in London. In 1879, Sir Alexander Tilioch Galt, former 

Conservative Finance Muister, entrepreneur, and ftiend of Macdonald, became Canada's first 

officiaiiy named High Cornmissioner. Rose's duties and abilities were valued too highly by the 

Canadian Government, however, to let him simply fade out of Canada's London flairs 

altogether. A letter fiom Rose to Macdonald at the tirne of the changes indicates the delicacy 

with which the situation was handled in order to maintain Rose's services without aiienating 

the new High Commissioner: 

1 have thought ri good dcal as to how the ob~ect you degre is to be attained, namely 
presening my status si th regard to Canadian affairs without rendering Galt 
potverless in public estimation and i n M  1 wouid go m e r  and say \ilthout 
impairhg his u s e ~ e s s  ... 1 can ody asstuc ?ou that w h m e r  the government 
m y  indiate a desire for my mpention it rvïil lx given 10ya.U~ and cordiaiiy - 
without regard to pecunrq considerations or @ personal 
nisoeptib~lities.'~ 

Rose's magnanimous words belied his true feehgs that he had special qualities of a social 

nature that Galt could not easily replace. Rose went on to explain that, "confidence and the 

willingness to participate in financial operations are here so much matters of 

personal relation and of such slow growth that it is not easy to estirnate the effect.'"' Rose's 

words suggest his keen appreciation of the social aspect of London's hancial world and 

its importance in his responsibilities for Canada's hancial matters. He was also 

.'' Rose to Macdonald, November 2, 1879. MG26 A. Vol. 216. p 92438. 
' ibid., p 92440. 
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cognizant that his unofficial status was a benefit when dealing with the government. His status 

tended to disarm British politicians who were wary of colonies' grabs for autonomy. 

From Macdonald's re-election in 1878, Rose worked closely on the reconstitution of 

the new CPR syndicate. Even though he had retired fiom Morton, Rose and Company he had 

no hesitation in assurning new and significant responsibilities with the railway. Macdonaid and 

George Stephen, head of the new CPR syndicate, were two of Rose's closest fkiends in Canada 

and were well acquainted with his abilities. More importantly, Macdonald and Stephen needed 

Rose's knowledge, influence, contacts in the City, and the good name of his former finn to 

cuny favour on the London market." AU during the month of September, 1880, Rose worked 

to convince Morton, Rose and Company to join the CPR syndicate. He felt that if he codd 

convince the London office of the soundness of the enterprise then he could arrange for the 

New York office to handle the official business of hancing a portion of the projedg 

During this penod, Rose continued to perform his other responsibilities, but always 

with an eye on the success of the CPR M e r  a board meeting of the Hudson's Bay 

Company, Rose sent a telegram to Macdonald informing the Prime Minister that he was 

"endeavouring to induce [the] board [to] prornote colonization scheme, possibly [in] 

comection [with] railway.'" The ultimate success of the CPR undeniably depended on a 

well-populated North-West and Rose's position with the HBC could only aid in this 

mission owing to the Company's continued influence in Canada. 

* Though not as large as Barings Brothers or Glyn and Mills, Morton, Rose. and Company was not 
\.\rithout influence in the City. It, along with their parent firtn in New York City, had built strong 
reputations in London and America for wise railway investments. 
49 Heather Gilbert, A wakening Continent: The Life o f h r d  Aiount Stephen, F'ol. 1: 1829-189 1. 
(Aberdeen University Press, 1965.) p 70. 
' O  Rose to Macdonald, October 12. 1880. MG26 A, Vol. 259, p 1 17544. 
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On October 2 1, 1880 the Canadian govemment awarded George Stephen, Donald 

Smith, J.J. Hill, Duncan McIntyre, N.W. Kittson, and Charles Rose the contract to build the 

Canadian Pacifie Railway across Canada. Sir John Rose and George Stephen had convinced 

Morton, Rose and Company to join the syndicate and in November, d e r  a meeting with 

Morton and Biiss, Rose received a commitment fYom the New York bank to issue $1 0,000,000 

wonh of CPR sec~rities.~' Unfortunately for the friture of the syndicate, Morton and Bliss's 

original commitment was one of only a few significant issues of CPR securities outside of 

Canada until 1885; and Rose had ben  instrumental in obtaining it. 

Rose remained active in his search for more financing. This search took him to the 

Continent where there were numerous large banks that were willing to back the CPR to some 

extent. George Stephen's attitude towards these banks, however, was negative as he believed 

that they were interested only in extracting quick profits Eom the Company." Rose, 

however, continued as the CPR's 'outside advisor', looking for more investors and 

assisting R.B. h g u s  and J.J.C. Abboa, the CPR's official counsel, in formulating the 

hture financial policy of the C~mpany.~' Eventualiy Stephen ended the CPR's 

relationship with Morton, Rose and Company because he believed that Charles Rose, Sir 

John's son, was sympathetic to the GTR and that Sir John Rose was powerless to effect any 

change in his loyalties. Yet, as late as 1884 Rose' cornmitment to the railway remained 

solid. As he explained to Macdonald: '%e[Stephen] may depend on my doing aii 1 

can for the enterprise and 1 am putting all the &ends 1 cm influence with the stock.'ys4 Such 

" Gilbert, ,-! wakening, p 7 1. 
" Rose to Macdonald, December 5. 1580. MG26 A, Vol. 259. p 117568. 
53 Gilbert. A wakening, p 80. " Rose to Macdonald, May 29. 1884. MG26 A, Vol. 259. p 117959. 
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was the kind of loyalty and perseverance that characterized Rose's effons on behalf of Canada 

and the Canadian Pacific Railway 

The occupants of the City were a tightly knit group of gentlemen who lived by a set of 

values and beliefs that were characterized by loyalty, honour, and respmtability. A transplanted 

colonial who confomed to these standards could obtain gentlemanly status, despite the 

apparent exclusiveness of gentlemanly culture. An occupation with suBcient leisure tirne to 

socialize in London's clubs and houses of society was necessasr, so was an income to support 

these obligations. A colonial needed to be independently weaithy before he arrived in order to 

support the demanding social lie of the City. Once in London, a gentleman's connections and 

fiends were critical to his business deahgs since discussions of this kind were conducted 

infomiaiiy and on a social bais. Moreover, many of Rose's friends and connections could 

be found in goverment. Kis informal, unofficial satus facilitated his task because it 

presented no challenge to irnpenal authority. This status contributed signxfïcant[y to his 

success in gaining the trust of the government and led to fùrther success in the City. 

Upon John Rose's &val in London in 1869 he alrnost imrnediately received 

recognition as a gentlemanly capitalist by politicians fiom both British parties and fellow 

bankers in the City. A wealthy, well- connected man in the full confidence of his 

govemment, Rose had no difficulty supporting a gentlemanly lifestyle, including membership 

in an exclusive club and attending important fùnctions. His occupation was seen as 

gentlemaniy too, since bankers 'made' rnoney rather than worked for it. 

Rose's value to Canada as a gentlemanly capitalist was unquestioned. 
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Macdonald recognized it when he acceded to Rose's suggestion that he may be mon useful by 

not having an official diplornatic standing in London. Ln 1875, the Liberals recognized it when 

they afEkmed that Rose was ' a  person of good standing, conversant with the City," elevated his 

status and entmsted him with crucial dEÛrs of state. Finally, numerous testirnoniais ffom men 

of the City and politicians in the Colonial and Foreign Offices about Rose's character and 

abiiities confirmed that, indeed, he was accepted as a gentlemanly capitalist. Because the 

Canadian Governent had a direct iink to the City, important busimess was conducted 

effectively. The CPR was a prime example. Although the Railway did not receive large and 

stable hancing cornrnitments until 1885, Rose's actions kept the CPR d o a t  during its dficult 

formative years. Whether they were his actions in the press or in the clubs of City, Sir John 

Rose proved himself to be a valuable link with gentlemanly capitalism. 



Sir Alexander Tirloch Galt: 

Canada's First Officia1 High Commissioner 

The entry of Sir Alexander T. Galt into the newly formed High Cornmissioner's 

Office in 1879 marked a change in the attitude of the Canadian Govemment towards 

permanent representation in London. The duties that Sir John Rose had been asked to 

perform in the first decade afier Codederation might have been carried out informally, but 

the re-election of Sir John A. Macdonald's Conservatives in 1878 brought a new, 

interventionist economic strategy that demanded closer communication and understanding 

with the City. The National Policy and the completion of the CPR were the centre points 

of the new strategy and Macdonald needed to be sure that gentlemanly capitalists bought 

into, if not directly supported, his new plan. This support was critical because of the 

central role British bankers and financiers played in the emerging Canadian economy. 

Their support was not expected to be automatic, aven  the National Policy's emphasis on 

tariffs on imported goods, British goods included. It was clear to Macdonald that his 

governent needed an acknowledged, officia1 representative in London, one that could 

negotiate and mediate with gentlemanly capitalists and politicians of the City. 

Like Rose, Galt seemed to be the ideal man for the new job. Using Cain and 

Hopkins' conception of gentlernanly capitalisrn, Galt had most of the social and political 

tools necessary to function in the City and at Whitehall. His professional, political, and 
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social qualifications were impressive and similar to those that had brought Sir John Rose 

success in London. Like Rose, Galt had been a Canadian finance minister and an 

international negotiator and had earned the confidence of the British Government. He had 

participated in railway development and land sales in the North West thereby preparing 

hm for negotiations involving the CPR. They also shared many fi-iends such as Thomas 

Banng. Dunng Galt's numerous trips to London as finance minister he had met some of 

Britain's highest ranking politicians and businessmen. Moreover, the reputation of Sir 

Aiexander's famous entrepreneunal father, John Galt, provided a good introduction to 

men of the City. Galt, then, was well positioned to pick up where Rose left off, and to 

raise the level of Canada's representation in Britain to a new status. 

Ultimate success in the City and at Whitehall depended on one's respectability and 

social attributes. According to Cain and Hopkins, in Victorian London respectability and 

gentlemady status were currencies almost as valuable as fiat money and possessed almost 

equal leveraçe.' A man's status, source of income, iifestyle, and manner al1 dictated 

whether or not he would be seen as a 'gentleman3. This was especially tme for politicians 

who were usually drawn fiom 'Oxbridge3 and the upper echelon of the gentlemaniy class. 

Their self confident conception of civic duty and public service was based on their 

assumed nght to mie. A colonial politician (especially a former or current cabinet 

member) was accordsd similar respect, more particularly if he possessed the social 

attributes and manner required of a gentleman. Galt understood these social assumptions 

and made every effort to establish and strengthen his social standing upon his arriva1 in 

- - 

1 Cain and Hopkins, British Itriperialisnz, pp 123- 126. 
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London. Galt's claim to an official position, however, challenged irnperial power and 

authority. As a result of this challenge and some personal deficiencies, Galt was unable to 

gain gentlemanly status in the City. Important Canadian projects such as the CPR, 

therefore, saw little progress during his time as High Commissioner 

Sir Alexander Tilloch Galt was born in the Chelsea district of London on 

Septernber 6, 18 17. The youngest of three sons of John Galt and Elizabeth Tilloch, 

Alexander and his brothers remained in London with their mother whiIe their adventurous 

and entrepreneurial father travelled to Canada to take up his various settlement and 

colonization  venture^.^ In 1828 Alexander and his brothers joined their father in Canada 

and were placed in the Anglican serninary in Chambly, Lower Canada. In 1834, John Galt 

established the British American Land Company in Sherbrooke, Quebec. At the age of 

seventeen young Alexander became the company's book-keeper and quickly advanced 

through the Company's ranks, trading on his ability to proffer shrewd advice to the 

Company directors in London. On the basis of hs good performance he was sent to 

London in 1842 and put in charge of the London office where he continued to impress the 

Company's directors with his views on a new and more profitable system of managing 

land holdings in the Eastern Townships. 

Galt's nse through the ranks of the British Amencan Land Company was 

impressive. By 1844 he had become the company's Commissioner, its highest position 

One of John Galt's efforts in this area was the planning of the new town of Guelph in Upper Canada. 
now southern Ontario. Although the town was not narned after him a nearby town was. Galt, Ontario is 
only fifteen kilometres away from Guelph and still bears John's name despite k i n g  amalgamrited wlth 
hvo other coruiecting towm to form modem &y Cambridge. 
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and one that he retained for twelve years. During his tenure, G d t  entered the immature 

and risky area of Canadian railway construction. His motivation was simple. He wanted a 

railway that ran between Montreal and the Atlantic port of Portland, Maine, passing 

through the Eastern Townships of Lower Canada and across his Company's lands. The 

St. Lawrence and Atlantic Railway was designed to end the isolation of the area by 

providing more incentive for land sales and settlement. As a director of the new railway 

Company Galt went to London to secure £500,000 in British investment capital. His 

partners hoped that his experience in London with the land Company would prove 

advantageous. 

Galt arrived in London at a time of great railway excitement. British and Amencan 

railway promoters had descended on the City in the 18403, offenng a variety of securities 

for their regional projects. Large pools of investment money in the City sought lucrative 

retums. Gdt took advantage of the rush of investors who were pouring money into rail 

projects in Great Britain and the United  tat tes.) Some of his influentid City associates 

such as Edward Ellice, .rüexander Gillespie, and Robert McCalmont, were powerful 

shareholders or directors of the British Arnerican Land Company. With their sanction, 

Galt managed to secure almost the total amount of capital he required before fiaudulent 

investments precipitated a sudden collapse of the London rnoney market.' His prudent use 

of the money to cornplete the railway enhanced his reputation as a railway promoter in 

London and at home. 

3 Lance Davis & R. Huttenback. Afantrtron and the Pursuit oJEnrpire: The Political Econorty of 
British I,nperialimr, 1860- 19 12. (Cambridge & New York: Cambridge University Press, 1986). pp 56-57. 
4 Skelton, Life. pp 66-68. 
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Galt 's railway endeavours did not stop with the St. Lawrence and Atlantic. In the 

early 1850's railway promoters hatched numerous other schemes to expand the rail 

network throughout Canada East and West. An eventuai arnalgamation of these separate 

schemes spawned the Grand Tmnk Railway in 1852.' Galt participated in one of these 

schemes but was forced to give up his interest in the company, allowing him to join C.S. 

Gzowski as partners in a railway construction tirrn called C.S. Gzowski and Company. 

Galt went to London again and successfuily obtained financing for the new company. Its 

ultimate success was assured when the Grand Tmnk awarded it the rights to build the 

section of track fiom Toronto to Sarnia at a cost of £8000 per rnilea6 Galt's association 

with Gzowski and the GTR ended in 1858 but his involvement in the project would corne 

back to haunt him during his time as High Commissioner. George Stephen, ever hateful 

and suspicious of the GTR and its directors, mistrusted Gait implicitly because of his 

association with the CPR's main competition. As a result, Galt was given few 

responsibilities for the CPK despite his knowledge of railways and land settlement. 

As was often the case in this era of Canadian railway building, Gait entered politics 

to promote his railway interests. In 1849 Galt won the Sherbrooke seat for the 

Conservatives by acclamation in a by-election that had been called after the sudden death 

of the constituency's sitting member, Samuel Brooks. Galt held the seat for less than one 

year, however. His pro-annexation position and desire to oversee directly his railway 

interests obliged him to resign. He re-entered politics in 1853. Retumed by acclamation 

he held the Sherbrooke seat until 1867, sometimes as an Independent, but usually as a 

5 - rbid.. pp 88-95. 
Kesteman. DCB. p 350. 
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Conservative. Galt eschewed party lines in favour of issue-oriented politics, which created 

a certain turbulence in his politicai and persona1 relationship with Sir John A. Macdonald. 

In 0rigi.11.s u~td EarIy Development of the ODce of High Commissioner, Wilfied Smith 

makes it clear that the issues Gdt chose to support generally benefitted his own business 

interests, a notion not unheard of in this era of Canadian po~itics.7 From 1858 until his 

final resignation from national politics in 1867, Galt held the post of Minister of Finance, 

arguably the most important cabinet post in the government. 

In many respects Galt's path to the High Commissionership followed that of Sir 

John Rose. Both men were Conservative finance rninisters in Sir John A. Macdonald's 

government at some point in their careers. Both were well known Montreal businessmen, 

who were known in London, Galt for his rai1 and land interests and Rose for his Law and 

banking. Most importantly, both had cultivated relationships in the City which they could 

cal1 upon as representatives of the Canadian Govenunent, albeit with diffenng success. 

Galt, however, was unable to forge relationships with gentlemen other than Thomas 

Baring. Baring alone, though a powerfùl man in the City, was not capable of providing 

Galt with an entire system of contacts. A more extensive network was necessary in the 

City and government to promote effectively Canada's interests. 

Soon afler Macdonald retumed to office he created the High Commissionership. 

This was a deliberate, strategic decision designed to serve a number of political and 

7 Smith (Origins, p 181) says politics ivcre a means to an end for Galt and that whatever issue best suited 
h s  business ne& and profitability was the one hc supported. However, it seems more likely that this 
behablour came from his peculiar personaiity and iendenq towards non-conformism. This wodd not 
stand him in good stead when he became High Commissioner. 
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diplomatic needs. As D.M.L. Fm pointed out in 7he Co~miinl Office and Canada, 

Canada felt that when local autonomy was granted in 1848, it automatically conferred on 

the govement  the freedom to regulate commercial policy.8 The exercise of these rights 

proved a somewhat more complex issue than colonial politicians believed, owing to a 

number of countervening constitutional and political assumptions, including the 

indivisibility of the Crown and the sovereignty of the British Parliament. The Colonial 

Laws Validity Act, not rescinded until 1929, gave irnperial legislation validity over 

competing colonial law. Treaties of trade, negotiated and ratified by the British 

govemment, bound colonies in restrictive and often onerous obligation to the Mother 

Country. For example, before 1884 (when Sir Charles Tupper gained full plenipotentiary 

status for Canada) the Canadian govenunent's negotiation of a trade agreement with a 

foreign country required the Canadian govemment to infonn the CoIoniai Office through 

the Govemor General of their desires, whereupon the Colonial Office sought the 

assistance of the Foreign Office to take up the issue. The Foreign Office then instructed 

the British minister in the prospective country to arrange for the Canadian negotiator to 

speak directly to the foreign government. 

This was the process that had to be followed in 1878 and 1879 when Canada 

negotiated with France and Spain over trade concessions and tariffs. At this time, Canada 

chose Sir Alexander T. Galt to conduct the negotiations which centered upon France's 

plan to reinstate a twenty per cent tariff on Canadian and later British 

desire to increase trade with the Spanish colonies of Cuba and Puerto 

8 Da\id M.L. Fan. The Coioninl O/Jice and Canada. 1867- 1887. (Canada: 
Press. 1955) pp 2 14-2 15. 

ships, and Canada's 

Rico. Negotiations 

University of Toronto 
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in Paris proceeded well until complications arose from a change in govemments in Paris 

and a commercial dispute over the Austro-French Treaty that directly afXected the ship 

tariffs in question. In Madrid initial talks were fruithl oniy to be hampered by a change in 

govement  and a change in politicai strategy. This time before talks broke off, however, 

there was a rift in the Empire's camp when Britain objected to Canada receiving 

concessions before the Mother Country. This pettiness did not sit well with Galt who had 

always been a strong proponent of Canadian autonomy in commercial affairs.' The 

hstration wrought from being 'iinder a treaty system by which they [Canada] were 

automatically bound by the operation of Imperial engagements," prompted Gait to 

propose the creation of a High Cornmis~ion.'~ Macdonald agreed with the proposal 

because he too saw the inefficiencies of the current system. Moreover, Macdonald was 

preparing to irnplement his economic strategy that included the National Policy and the 

completion of the CPR. '~  He felt Sir John Rose's unofficiai representation would not 

provide enough support in London for these important changes. This decision challenged 

imperial sovereignty; never before had a colony (or self-goveming Dominion) clairned the 

right of representation in London. 

Although Sir John Rose believed that an officia1 position was not necessary for 

him, both Galt and Sir Charles Tupper did. In 1869, Macdonald supported Rose's 

opinion, but by 1879 he had changed his minci. Codederation had evolved to a point 

where the Canadian Government required a more official presence in London. The 

creation of a Canadian High Commission in London was another step in the Canadian 

Skelton. L*.. pp 52 1-524. 
1 O Parr. Coiofiiai Oflce, p 2 I S. 
11 For a fuller discussion of the National Policy and its main features, see p. 37. 
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govemment's joumey towards fuller autonomy in commercial afEairs. In the Cornons  

debate over the creation of the British High Cornmissio,ier Bill Macdonald acknowledged 

the "subordinate position of Canada as a dependency of the Empire," but insisted that the 

appointment of a High Commissioner was "a very important step towards asserting the 

importance of the Dominion of Canada as a portion of Her Majesty's ~ r n ~ i r e . " ' ~  More 

than this, the High Commissionership was designed to tap the City and its resources more 

effictively, resources which were essential to the fùlfillment and continued health of 

Codederation. 

In Canada the Liberals saw things differently. They balked at the Colonial 

Secretary, Sir Michael Hicks-Beach's statement that the British govemment reserved the 

right 3 0  determine in each case in what precise capacity his services might best be 

rendered."" The Canadian Liberals preferred to avoid the risk of undermining Canadian 

independence, prefemng instead the sfntirs quo of Sir John Rose acting as the Financial 

Commissioner. For Macdonald the statzrs quo was not an option, since Macdonald 

believed that merely "by having an officer holding down a quasi-diplornatic position ... his 

statements, and actions, and prestige will be generally accepted by the public."'4 

Macdonald was confident that the Canadian Govemment's sanction and support would 

give the office a weight, authority and importance necessary to achieve its ends. 

During a visit to London in August 1879, shortly after the French and Spanish 

negotiations, Macdonald, Tilley, and Tupper officiaily submitted Galt's proposal for the 

l2 Canada, HOUS of Cornmons. Debates, April29, 1880, p 1859. 
l 3  Hicks-Beach to Lorne. Sessional Popers (No. 105). p 1. 
14 Debates, British High Conimissioner Bill, p 1857. 



creation of the High Comrnissioner to Sir Michael Hicks-Beach, the British Colonial 

Office Secretary. Their proposa1 argued: 

The policy of the Empire having devolveci upon Canada the administration of the 
whole of British North America. and the care and protection of British interests 
therein, eqxrience is daily showing the necessity of providing the rneans of 
constant and confidential communication benveen Her Majesty's Govemment 
and Her l m 1  achisers in Canada, in extension of the more formal relations 
subsisting through the correspondence of the Secretary of State with the 
Governor-General. ' 

Galt felt that a more direct line of communication was needed not because of any illusions 

of Canadian independence fiom the Empire but because 'Wer Central Govemment is 

becorning even more responsible than the Imperia1 Govemment for the maintenance of 

international relations towards the United States . . . [and] the Canadian Government has, in 

shon, become the trustee for the Empire at large, or half the continent of North 

~rnerica." '~ The British could not deny this point since only three years before Galt had 

played the primary role in negotiating payment for fishing rights off the Grand Banks in 

the Halifax Commission. Similady, ody  twelve years earlier the British North Arnenca 

Act gave the Canadian Govemment responsibility for enforcing treaties signed by Her 

Majesty ' s Government: 

The Parliament and Governent of Canada shall have al1 Powers necessary or 
proper for perfonning the Obligations of Canada or of any Pro\ince thereof. as 
Part of the British Empire, towards Foreign Countries, arising under Treaties 
bebveen the Empire and such Foreign s ou nui es." 

These responsibilities, along with their desire for a freer hand in commercial policy, made 

a new representative institution such as the High Commission a priority Britain could 

scarcely cnticize Canada's opinion that "the idea must be avoided that the co~ec t ion  of 

15 Sessional Papers (No. 105). 43 Victoria, 1880, p 2. 
l6 Sesdonal Papers (No. L05). p 2. 
" British Norih America Act, Sect. 132, in The Senate oflanado Report Rdating [O the Enhancement 
of the B.Y-3 A r ,  1867. 1939 Session. Annes 4, p 97. 
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Canada with the British Empire is oniy temporary and unabiding, instead of being designed 

to strengthen and confirm the maintenance of British influence and power."'x 

Frarned in such loyal and magnanimous language it is difficult to see how British 

officiais could refuse the Canadian request. Certainly, the accordance of such a "qz~nsi- 

dipiomatic" position implied a changing imperial relationship, but it did not necessarily 

mean increased Canadian autonomy. It simply represented a more practical and direct 

way for the Imperia1 Government to exercize its authority in the heart of the Empire. 

Perhaps this explains why Hicks-Beach wrote to the Govemor-General, the Marquis of 

Lome, that a resident minister of the type Canada was requesting, 'bould not be correctly 

defined as being of a diplomatic character ... [but] his position would necessarily be more 

analogous to that of an officer in the home service, than to that of a Minister at a Foreign 

~ o u r t . " ' ~  Hicks-Beach, however, did not appreciate the title that Galt had proposed for 

the new position owing to its implied diplomatic çtatus. He suggested instead that a title 

of "Dominion" or "Canadian Cornmissioner" would be more appropriate. 

Canada's proposal for the High Commissionership outlined four irnmediate reasons 

for its establishment: ''The Pacific Railway, and important collateral subjects - Treaties of 

Commerce with France and Spain - Esquimault Graving Dock - Military Defence of 

Canada generally, and of British Columbia more specifically."20 Akhough it was Galt who 

suggested the creation of a Canadian High Commission after his problems in the French 

and Spanish negotiations, it was evident to al1 concemed that the proliferation of 

commercial and geographic treaty negotiations in the past thirty years had created a 

f 8 ibid., p 3. 
l9 Sir M.E. Hicks-Beach to the Marquis of Lome. November 1. 1879, Sessional Papers (No. 105). p 1 
20 Sessionni Papers (No. 105), p 3. 
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definite need for more formalized negotiating responsibilities. This situation provided the 

true impetus for creating the High ~ o m m i s s i o n . ~ ~  Macdonald regarded Galt's suggestion 

a timely one in another respect as well. His governrnent was embarking on a new 

economic course after the depression of the 1870's which had afFected Canada so badly. 

Macdonald's proposed National Policy consisted of a system of tariffs on foreign goods 

that would both protect existing Canadian manufacturers from a flood of cheap goods and 

at the same time provide incentive for a more vital home-grown manufacturing sector. It 

also involved the completion of the CPR and settlement of the west. Ail were designed to 

strengthen the east-west-based economy of Canada while moving away from the divisive 

north-south version. Al1 three aspects of this economic strategy depended on strong 

tram-Atlantic relations, markets, capital and population. A full-time representative in 

London who could negotiate for the support of British govemment and business leaders 

would only help in the Policy's institution at home. 

The success of the National Policy appeared to depend on the completion of the 

Canadian Pacific Railway. Furthemore, the successful completion of the railway 

depended on the support of the British government. Ideally, the Canadian government 

wanted direct British financial support. As an argument for their plca the Canadians cited 

the military benefits of a railway that could provide a faster route to the Pacific Ocean and 

the British territorial possessions in Asia, such as India. More than capital, however, 

Macdonald's government sought an imperial guarantee of British investments in the 

project, as well as senice contracts and subsidies. A High Comrnissioner would be vital 

27 Smith. Origins, p 164. 
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to the negotiation process because he would be the official in charge of Canadian finances 

overseas. The renegotiation and consolidation of outstanding Canadian loans would have 

to be addressed in order for British politicians and businessmen to see the railway as a 

good risk for investment. 

At the tirne of M t ' s  installation into the newly created office, Macdonald intended 

to give this position a standing and status appropriate to the country's needs and 

importance. In a memorandum written oniy weeks before Galt took up residence in 

London, Macdonald suggested the importance he wished to attach to the new, official 

post: 

Nomination of Resident Minister marks a new era in Colonial Administration. 
To be attended with greatest probabiIity of success, it should be done with ... 
delikration and formaIih.. The Minister should not present his credentials unbl 
the Government are prepared effectively to enter upon important negotiations and 
his amval should be simulwneous nith the announcement of such negotiations." 

The government wanted to give the High Comrnissioner every chance of early and 

continued success. In Macdonald's view the most effective way to do this was to 

demonstrate its necessity. Shortly after he pemed this memorandum, Macdonald drafted 

precise instructions for the new High Commissioner. In these instructions the government 

set out those policies which it expected Gait to pursue. While the original memorandum 

proposing the establishment of the High Commission identified the Office's four main 

functions, the official document contained additional instructions on how to proceed on 

the main points of the memorandum. It instructed the High Commissioner on how he 

should approach the Imperia1 Government with Canadian policies, explaining that rather 

" .\ïe»torondun>. March 11, 1880. MG26 A Vol. 2 17. p 92575. 
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than deai only with specific propositions "his duty will be rather to suggest these various 

subjects from time to tirne for the consideration of Her Majesty's Govemment, and if 

possible to prepare the way for ultimately subrnitting definite proposals.y7~ This required a 

permanent and officiai status for the Office even though the High Commissioner would 

not be acting as an officia1 diplomat expressing Canadian policy. His job would become 

more one of rnaking policy known in an informal setting, sounding public and official 

views and preparing the Canadian Govemment for more formal actions. This fbnction 

could be camed out only by someone who was comfortabie in these informal, social 

circumstances, had easy access to people and power and could work smoothly within the 

mles of the gentlemanly class. According to Cain and Hopkins the world of this class was 

one where the gentlemanly code was informal and lacking in official bureaucracy. 

Consequently, '?te nature of much City business at this level was persona1 rather than 

mechanical."" Successful communication at this level required a degree of trust and 

understanding. 

Galt appeared to be an obvious choice to occupy the new position as Canada's 

High Commissioner, at least fiom Canada's perspective. As finance minister in 

Macdonald's government, Gait had instituted differential tuiff duties sirnilar t O the kind 

that the National Policy was proposing, making Galt's loyalty to the Policy a moot point. 

Similarly, he had extensive experience in both railway promotion and the private 

immigration business as means of creating economic growth in underpopulated regions. 

Personal ability and experience were not the only factors which made a person successfùl 

- 

23 Instmcfions to High Commissioner, No Date. MG26 A, Vol. 217. p 92705. 
24 Cain and Hopkins. British Imperialism. p 128. 
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in London politics and finance. Cain and Hopkins point out that the Agents General for 

the colonies, "belonged to the social universe of the universities, the great monumental 

departments and the clubs and they generated via an informal, even secretive, network of 

financial institutions in the City on the basis of a trust of a kind that could only exist in a 

society where private business and public administration were linked by informal ties of 

school, class and clubland. "'' 
Aithough Agents General were British politicians, their qualifications were similar 

to those required of the High Commissioner. By appointing a High Cornmissioner, 

Canada seemed to wish to have an Agent General with expanded responsibilities. Galt 

himself had many of the qualities required for the position, such as membership in a club 

(soon after his &val) and an upper class upbringing and beanng. He was not a part of 

the Oxbndge crowd, however, and was not a part of the 'Club' of the City. For this he 

needed a special status that could bnng hirn acceptance in the City and permit hirn to 

exploit those financial connections and resources that Agents General before hirn had 

used. In Galt's case, special status was to be conferred by making him, for al1 intents and 

purposes, a member of the corps diplornatiqire. Ir was assumed that membershp in this 

group would provide certain privileges for Galt such as social entrée and invitations to 

official events, privileges normally reserved for officia1 representatives. Official 

recognition by the British and Canadian Govemments in this way would enable hirn to 

enhance his effect iveness. 
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Galt, however, never achieved the effectiveness that was expected of him as 

Canada's High Commissioner. There were two main reasons for this. First, Galt was 

unable (or rehsed) to form a good working relationship with the British Govemment. 

Second, he did not possess enough wealth to overcome his poor relationship with the 

government and make a place for himself in the City as a gentleman. Of Galt's first 

downfall it can be said that he and the British Government were equally responsible for the 

disharmony. Despite the fact that the British Govement  granted officia1 representative 

status to the High Comrnissioner's Office they were, at the same tirne, reluctant to extend 

colonial powers to a point where they rnight be seen as infnnging on Imperia1 

prerogatives. Furt hermore, by constraining Galt ' s work and mitigating the utility of the 

High Cornmissioner's Office the British govenunent hoped to set a precedent for future 

colonial representatives. 

On Galt's side, he possessed certain persona1 failings that prevented accord. Galt 

had a sensitive concem for protocol, and when the British Government failed to observe 

his personal standards for protocol (the High Codss ione r ' s  Office was still too young to 

have established officia1 protocol) he became obstinate. Galt was similarly close-minded 

and unreasonable towards the ruling British Liberal Party, which he had pre-determined 

would never be sympathetic to his or Canada's concerns. Finally, Galt alienated the 

Liberals through his tendency to be politically indiscreet in speeches where sensitive 

domestic issues, such as Home Rule, were involved. 

Galt's difficulties with the British govemment began in 1879 when, almost 

simultaneously, Galt arrived in London to take office and the Liberal Party of W.E. 
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Gladstone won the general election in Bntain. The conjuncture was unfonunate. The 

Gladstone government's immediate reluctance to gant extended colonial powers to 

Canada in the form of an officially recognized High Cornrnissioner was based on previous 

challenges to imperial authority during the Liberals term of office during the 1870's. In 

187 1 the Australasian colonies had protested the Liberals' retùsal to grant them the right 

to impose differential duties on British products, and used Galt as their example. To make 

their argument they cited the 1858 Canadian precedent when Sir A.T. Galt had secured 

the same right for British North America. Gladstone, however, was adamant. He feared 

that by granting this right to the Australasians, treaties he had made with other countries 

over tanffs and most-favoured-nation status would be abrogated. Only the threat of 

possible secession by the Australasian colonies had obliged him to grant their wish. Thus, 

a small piece of imperial sovereignty had been 1 0 s t . ~ ~  

Gladstone was no more receptive to the Canadian Supreme Court challenge to 

imperial sovereignty in 1875. Although at the time of Confederation the Dominion had 

contemplated the creation of a Supreme Court, the Prime Minister, Macdonald, was 

reluctant to end the right of final appeal to the Judicial Cornmittee of the Privy Council in 

London. The Liberal govemrnent had no such qualm and when Alexander Mackenzie 

came to power one of their first orders of business was to give Canada a Supreme Court. 

The Liberal govemment's Minister of Justice, Edward Blake, drafted and defended the 

legislation, especially section 47 which declared the Privy Council no longer the final court 

of appeals for Canadian citizens. This important piece of legislation was closely 

26 f au1 Knaplund, Glcldstone and Britain 's Imperia! Policy. (New York: 1 927) pp 1 O3 - 12 1. 
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scrutinized by imperial officials because of its new clairn to autonorny. Although the 

Governor General, Lord Duffenn, gave his assent to the Bill in 1875, Gladstone saw it as 

mot her blow to imperid sovereignty. l7 

Galt's 1878 negotiations with France and Spain again raised the issue of imperial 

sovereignty and colonial autonomy. Gait, of course, had a history and reputation for 

challenging irnperial authonty, especiaily on commercial policy. His role in imposing 

tariffs against British goods in 1858 remained an important imperial landmark in the 

history of Canadian autonomy. In 1865 while in Macdonald's cabinet he had expressed 

his displeasure at Canada's inability to negotiate with other countries. At the time he even 

suggested to a trade delegation travelling to the West Indies, Brazil, and Mexico that they 

rnight anive at "conditional agreements with colonial or foreign govenunent S. "'' During a 

Commons debate in 1870 he retumed to the point, advocated direct commercial 

negotiations with other countnes." His feelings were surely heard in Whitehall. 

The creation of the Office of High Cornmissioner itseif could be seen as an attempt 

at expanded colonial autonomy. Its mission went well beyond the requirements of a 'local 

flair ' .  In the field of constitutional colonial relations Gladstone had always espoused a 

policy of 'freedom and ~oluntarisrn."~ This meant that self-governing colonies had 

absolute freedom of control over local affairs; participation in the Empire was voluntary. 

The definition of 'local affairs' was a cloudy one, however, and as Paul Knaplund pointed 

out in G/adsiot~e atzd Britait~ 's Imperia1 Policy, "despite the literal meaning of some of his 

27 Frank H. Underhill, "Edward Blake and the Supreme Court Act," CHR, Vol. XLX, No. 3 (1938) 
p 2-45-263. 

Turner, Colonial Sey-Government, p 252. 
29 Ibid.. p 252. 
30 KnapIund Gladstone, p 96. 
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doctrines, [Gladstone] was unwilling to sanction steps which might endanger the authority 

of the Home Government in the few fields where it was still ~ u ~ r e m e . " ~ '  Although 

Gladstone avoided the appearance of meddling in the local affairs of the colonies, he was 

fiercely protective of the Imperia1 Government's powers over the colonies. 

While Disraeli's Conservatives seemed to have had few problems with the Office 

beyond its name, Gladstone had some greater reservations. He seemed to view the 

creation of this Office as another attempt to whittle down imperiai sovereignty. Sir 

Alexander Tilloch Gait's incumbency confirmed his fears. The Liberals realized that what 

they gave to Canada, the senior Dominion, other colonies would soon claim. Unable to 

block its creation, Gladstone could impair its effectiveness. A letter Galt wrote to 

Macdonald in 1 88 1 seemed to confirrn this: 

Since the 

I need ody refcr to the correspondence to show that the point \vas regardcd as of 
~ i t a l  interest and ahhough the Canadian Governent were finally obliged to 
vield their original demand that the Kigh Commissioner should be considcred as 
i>elonging to the Diplomatic Body ... still it was automatically believed that the 
promisc of Her Majeq's Govemment would be made to cover the object sou& 
for whom the Secretary of Statc for thc Colonies understood that 'Her Majesty's 
Govemmcnt nould readily accord to him a status in cvery rvay worthy of his 
important functions'. Unfortunately, behveen the very indefinite promise thus 
given and the pcriod for its fulfillment a cornplete change took place in the 
British Ministq and the interpretation to be given to the language \ri11 becomc 
ihe duty of the new ~ovcrnrnent.~' 

Liberais failed to honour the Conservatives' promise, Galt was obliged to 

"attempt to make a distinct position for myself," by spending his own money on 

entertainhg and making himself known in   on don.^^ His failure to achieve this end 

underscores the importance of the British govement's support. Galt realized that social 

recognition in London was his rnost important goal and it was clear to him by this point 

31 Ibici., p 98. 
32 Galt to Macdonald, March 24. 188 1. MG26 A Vol. 2 18. p 93033. 
33 ibid., p 93035. 
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that he could not gain it through political recognition fiom the Liberals. Only through 

social recognition could Galt participate in the most effective mode of business in the City, 

namely that of social and personal diplomacy.34 It would soon be evident, however, that 

Galt's personal failings and lack of wealth would rnitigate equdly against the possibility of 

gaining acceptance in the City. 

While it seemed evident that Gladstone's governent  was not going to support 

Galt and his office, it was also obvious that Galt was doing little to earn its support. Galt 

was inexplicabl y hostile toward Gladstone's government, he was overly sensitive to slights 

in protocol and he was indiscreet when speaking about sensitive British domestic issues in 

public. 

During his Canadian political career Galt had the reputation of being an issue 

focused politician, rather than a man of ideas. Although he was not particularly partisan 

he had a strong sense of which B d k h  party was likely to understand his mission and 

policies. Unfortunately, his arriva1 coincided with a British general election in which the 

incumbent Disraeli Conservatives lost badly to Gladstone's Liberals. Although Gait was 

bitterly disappointed at this turn of events he resolved that he would "not permit myself to 

anticipate any serious interference with our plans but it greatly adds to the difficulty and 

renders it extremely important I should receive early instructions fiom you."35 One of the 

plans he was refemng to was a cooperative effort with the Imperia1 Govenunent designed 

to prornote Macdonald's National Policy. A major part of the Policy entailed the 

imposition of protective tariffs on sorne British and foreign goods, an action which 

34 Cain and Hopkins, British Imperialisrn, p 1 27. 
35 Gdt to Macdonald. April IO, 1880. MG26 A. Vol. 2 17, p 92598. 
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Disraeli's Conservative government was expected to accept. Notonous free-traders, the 

Liberals were adamantly opposed to Canadian efforts to tax British goods, especially 

within the Empire. Galt recognized this possibility and felt that, '%th a new Liberal 

Government in power we must anticipate much more pronounced opposition to Our new 

fiscal policy."36 6 the outgoing Colonial Office Secretary, Sir Michael Hicks-Beach, 

remarked, had the Conservatives remained in power he, "hoped they could have met our 

views." Nevertheless Galt still believed that the new government would prove fnendly." 

A year into the new British governrnent's mandate there was no sense of optimism from 

Galt. Indeed, oniy hstration and anger were evident. 

One thing 1 am now thoroughiy continced of and that is that the Liberds will 
rimer show themselves friends to the colonies. This is the opinion of al1 the 
Agents here. quite outside of their o m  politics, and it is tme. 1 bdieve that we 
sMl have one and al1 to repudiate Gladstone ... and give a thorough constant 
support to the Consematives who wi11, like yourself, corne back to power on a 
reciprocal or retaliatory vade polis.3s 

While Galt's hostility towards the British Liberals was certainly not one-sided, it behooved 

him to use his diplomatic abilities and good sense of judgement as a quasi-member of the 

corps diplomatiqzre. Galt was quickly fnistrated, however, and as a result an ideological 

chasm developed between him and the British governrnent. 

Galt's sensitive concem for protocol also contributed to the poor relationship 

between himself and the British Liberals. Indeed, Wilfred Irvin Smith stated in Origim 

alid Eariy Devefopment of the Ofjice of Hrgh Commissiot~er that "much of Gait's 

hstration can be attributed to his personality; he was too sensitive conceming his status, 

too quick to detect slights, too optirnistic in supporting hopes wliich led to 

Galt to Macdonald, April 15. 1880. MG26 A Vol. 2 17. pp 926 14-926 15. 
37 ibid.. p 926 12. 
" Galt to Macdonald. March 13. 188 1 .  MG26 A Vol. 2 18, p 930 10. 
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disappointments; he was too impatient and expected immediate results," and "many of his 

wounds were se1f-infIi~ted."~~ In a letter to Macdonald, Galt displayed this sensitivity 

saying: 'lhe Members of the Ministry unmistakably ignore me," and "fiom Gladstone 

downwards 1 have never seen the inside of one of their hou se^.'^^ Galt added: "as a 

Colorlist these 'arrogant insulars' tum up their noses at us a11.'*'~ In the worId of 

Gentlemaniy London this exclusion was a senous handicap, a snub to Galt and Canada. 

For Galt ' Y h k  absence of recognition has its effect in London and could only be met by 

using other and persona1 influences.'J2 A Iack of recognition from the British Government 

also translated into reserve and caution in the City. As Cain and Hopkins point out, the 

gentlemanly class was "held together by the club-like spirit whch resulted fiorn a cornrnon 

educational and social backg-round.'A3 Without any sort of social or political recognition, 

investors and financial houses in the City saw no basis on which to let an outsider like Gait 

into their preserve. 

Galt's penchant for ill-considered actions and speeches also irritated and alienated 

him fiom the London establishment. This was first evident in March, 1880, soon after 

Galt was appointed as High Comrnissioner. A farewell dimer was held in his honour at St 

Lawrence Hall in Montreal on March 24, two days before his departure for London. In 

his farewell speech to a mixed gathering of Liberai and Conservative politicians, Galt 

comrnitted several indiscretions, underscoring issues to which both the Colonial and 

Foreign Offices had objected. During this speech he insisted on the duty of the British 

" Smith. Origins, p 246. 
a .  rbid,  p 930 12. 
41 Galt to Macdonald, March 13, 188 1, p 930 17. 
42 ibici.. p 930 12. 
43 Cain and Hopkins. British I?nperialim, p 123. 
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Govement to provide financial assistance to the constmction of the Pacific Railway, the 

diplomatic nature of Canadian relations with Great Britain and the desirability of an 

imperial preference.u This was a remarkable performance, more so since the British High 

Cummissior~er Bill had not yet been signed into law, nor had Galt received his official 

instructions fiom Macdonald. The Govemor General, Lord Lome, informed the Colonial 

Office immediately, outlining the main points of Galt's speech and giving his thoughts on 

Galt's performance. The efEect on Sir Michael Hicks-Beach was one of puzzlement, since 

he realized that Galt had no officiai sanction or authority, but was an uncalled for personal 

inter~ention.'~ The Canadian Liberals objected immediately to Galt's ill-advised 

utterances and during debate over the Bill the Opposition leader, Alexander Mackenzie, 

expressed his dismay at Galt's performance. Mackenzie urged Macdonald, "net to send 

an Ambassador abroad to Great Britain, whose last act on leaving Canada was to 

adrninister a feeble kick to them, and charactense them in terms we have no nght to use to 

any fnendly people; this seems the very height of diplomatic f ~ l l ~ . ' ~ ~  

There could be little argument against Mackenzie's assessment of the situation. 

By the tirne Galt arrived in London, a Liberal administration was in power and Galt's 

praise of the Conservative Party in his speech made relations in London more strained. 

Not oniy had he broached diplornatic (and logical) protocol by making such a speech, but 

he had aroused the suspicions of Gladstone and Kimberley, the new Colonial Office 

Secretary, as to how Canada intended to pursue certain controversial policies. It is 

doubtful the British Liberals would have responded positively to Canadian desires for full 

44 ibid.. pp 190-191. 
'' ibid.. p 190. 
46 Debates. British High Cott~rnissioner Bill. p 1867. 
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financing for the CPR and tanffs on British goods if they been put forward as Macdonald 

had wished, in an informa1 setting. Galt's public declaration, however, made their 

response, under any conditions, a moot point. It also set an early negative tone for the 

relationship. 

Even in the final days of his tenure as High Commissioner, Galt's personal views 

continued to antagonize the Liberal Govemrnent. In speeches to audiences in Greenock, 

Edinburgh, and Liverpool Galt openly endorsed Irish Home Rule, an Imperial ~ederation'" 

and imperial preferences. These were al1 policies with which many Liberals disagreed 

fundamentally. The implications of a representative of the Governrnent of Canada uttering 

such forthright public opinions were addressed by Macdonald when he received the full 

text of Galt's speech together with the negative cornrnents fiom Britain: 

You camot dissociate, or rather the public wi11 not dissociate, your personai fkom 
your political position. They will insist that 'ou would not have spoken without 
the tacit consent of the govenunent you represent. 
The Canadian High Commissioner is notv acknowledged to be an Ambassador, 
and as such it is his du& to be persona grata to the govemment to which he is 
accredited. Non. the government rnay resent or feel irritated at your stirring the 
question. An Ambassador can't speak his private sentiments on the political 
questions arising in the country to which he is sent ..." 

alt 's cornments coincided with his third and final resignation. After urging Galt to  

remain at his post the previous two times, Macdonald accepted the Iatest resignation 

perhaps finally realizing that Galt's presence in London had been a failure. 

47 Galt's position on Imperial Federation was especially remarkrible considering the fact t b t  he had 
advocated independence for the Dominion of Canada in 1869. In a letter to George Etienne Cartier on 
Seplember 14, 1868, Galt commented that he thought, "our polis. should be framed with reference to that 
which appears to me to be inetitable - a sepration of the Dominion from Great Eritain." 
48 Macdonald to Galt, Februav 1 1, 1883. Cited in Pope, Correspondence, pp 298-299. 
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Sir Alexander might have overcome his poor relationship with the Bntish 

government and persona1 foibles to find success as High Comrnissioner if he had been able 

to create a place for himseif in the gentlemaniy culture of the City. The one sure way was 

to rnake an obvious show of weaith. Another was to cultivate a personal relationship with 

the Royal Family. Either of these would have made his relationship with the government 

less important. On both these counts, however, Galt was unsuccessful. 

Sir John Rose had found success as Canada's de facto High Commissioner owing 

partly to his persona1 relationship with the Prince of Wales. Rose had escorted the Prince 

on his trip across Canada and, as a result, had become friends. Rose was Bequently 

invited to Royal functions and was seen associating with the Royal Farnily. Galt, however, 

never found his footing with the Farnily. Two events illustrate Galt's personai and officia1 

problems with the Royal relationship. Both involve the tradition of presenting colonial 

officials to Queen Victoria. Both the British government and the palace feared that the 

presentation to the Queen of the Canadian at a private entrée would provoke protests 

regarding precedence fiom other colonies who possessed no equivaient position in 

London. Galt rightly recognized, however, that protocol would go a long way toward 

defining his status in London, and that a levée presentation rather than an entrée would 

impair his status. The Palace, however, insisted that Sir Alexander and his wife be 

presented at a levée owing to his personal status of GCMG, not his position as High 

Commissioner. 

Galt explained the situation to Macdonald: "I suggested that on previous 

occasions, by the Queen's pleasure, we had more than once been honoured by a private 
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audience and that 1 had hope for it now, as a suitable recognition of the importance the 

govemment attached to the office," but, '7th he declined, on the ground that it might 

excite the jealousy of the other colonies.'*'9 This was both a persona1 disappointment and 

a set back for Galt's attempt to establish the position on an official basis. It aiso set a 

precedent. In the furure, the privilege of entrée was conferred on the office of High 

Comrnissioner rather than on the person, a situation from which Sir Charles Tupper would 

benefit .'O 

Soon after the presentation issue had been resolved a new problem arose 

pertaining to Galt's wife, Amy. The Prince of Wales had been forewamed by the 

Govemor General, Lord Lome, that Amy was the sister of Galt's first wife, Elizabeth. 

British law did not recognize the validity of the marriage, and consequently the Court 

decided that Lady Galt could not be presented to the Queen. The situation concemed 

Galt irnmensely as it rnight have serious repercussions in British society and impede Gdt's 

access to persons of standing. He was, as he explained to  Macdonald, ''very concemed" 

about the situation, and even threatened to leave London if Lady Galt were refused the 

privilege of presentation. Fortunately, the Prince of Wales' intervention resolved the 

matter. He had "spoken to the Queen and 'it was al1 right'."S1 This problem was the 

result not of precedential protocol but of an outdated law that the Prince of Wales agreed 

in the colonies was anachr~nistic.'~ The small controversy surrounding it and the delay 

that it required, however, meant that Gdt's status had been placed in question by upper 

" Galt to Macdonald, May 4, 1881. Citcd in Skelton, Li/e and Times, p 532. " Skilling. Canodion Representoiion Abrood, p 97. 
5 1 Galt to Macdonald, May 8. 1880, MG26 A, Vol 217, p 92645. 
52 Skclton, Li Je and Enles, p 53 3. 
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society since ceremonial appearances in such matters were more important than the act 

itself A perception that the meeting with the Queen had been tainted in any way caused 

questions to &se and the full social value of the presentation would be niitigated, if not 

lost. Aithough modem observers regard Lady Galt's problem as imocuous, in 1880 when 

Galt's status was criticai, it was a serious matter. 

Sir Alexander's last resort for being recognited as a gentleman in London was 

through personai wealth. Visible wealth allowed gentlemen to keep in the eye of London 

high society and prove their gentlemanly qualities. Galt himself acknowledged the 

necessity of an active social life: 

To succecd in influencing public opinion and the government in favour of 
Canada, b t h  as a field for emigration, and also looking to a change in trade 
poliq,  it is essential that one should meet in society the large landlords. the 
leaders of the Conservative Party and generally members of both Houses. This 
cannot be done staying at home. It means frquenting the clubs (of which 1 
h a x  plenty). going to thc House, appcaring at dinners and rcceptions, in short, 
keeping myseif beforc the public.53 

While it may be assumed that his time in the British Amencan Land Company had made 

him a wealthy man, it did not provide the kind of wealth necessary for a social life in 

London. His expenence in London while working for the British Amencan Land 

Company had given him access to prominent men of the City. Thomas Baring, for one, 

came to be one of Galt's favourite correspondents and best fnends in London. Galt came 

to London an expert in emigration schemes, railway planning and building, and was well- 

versed in the ways of London society. He did not, however, corne to London as a iich 

man. Despite his lack of wealth he was astute enough to have Colonel Bernard, 

53 Galt to Macdonald March 13. 188 1, p 930 13. 
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Macdonald's oId secretary and curent brother-in-law, on his staE to help him with the 

'social side of business'.5J 

Macdonald's government made provision to pay Galt a salary of only £10,000 per 

year, conscious that this arnount was "inadequate for him to keep up the position in 

~ n ~ l a n d . " ~ '  This sum, together with an annual expense stipend of £4000 was barely 

enough to cover the expenses of the High Commissioner's office and official fùnctions, 

and it failed to take into account the social aspect to which Macdonald had vaguely 

referred. After a fui1 year in London Galt resigned his position. In doing so he larnented 

his lack of hnds and explained to Macdonald that, 'kere  1 able to keep up a proper 

establishment, ask Foreign Ministers and people of rank to my house, give receptions and 

so forth, I could fight and beat [the ~ i b e r d s ] . " ~ ~  As it was, GaIt was constantly obliged to 

cut costs and refuse invitations by politicians and men of the ~ i t ~ . ~ ~  

Had Galt been able to secure the confidence of the British govenunent and City, he 

rnight have enjoyed greater success. His agenda was a charged and important one. 

Arnong the most important of these issues were immigration to the North-West and the 

CPR project, both of which faced a critical London press, and the influential, organized 

hostility of the GTR Men of the City who took their cue from 7he Times, or from 

business publications generally, were adversely affected by these negative reports, which 

partly accounts for the CPR's lack of investor support between 1879 and 1885. An 

54 Turner, Coloninl Sel/-Governrrtent, p 257. " Debates, British High Coirirnissioner Bill. p 1859. 
56 

57 
Gait to MacdonaId, March 13, 1881, p 93014. 
Skilling, Canadian Representatron .4 broad. p 96. 
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effective Canadian representative in London, with the ear and confidence of the City might 

have counteracted misinformation. Rebuttals days afier the original publication were no 

substitute for more direct and timely interventions. Galt fiequently complained that lack 

of timely information fiom Ottawa prevented him fiom providing effective rebuttals in 

London newspapers. Galt remained an outsider in London; and his inability to establish 

the contacts and relationships that were necessary to conduct meaningfbl business and 

lobbying activities severely limited his effectiveness. 

Galt's impotency in the City, owing partly to the British goverment, may explain 

the CPR's reluctance to take advantage of the High Commissionership in London and to 

seek its assistance in finding financing from the City. In 1882 George Stephen had 

infonned Sir John A. Macdonald that: "abstaining kom anything in the nature of an issue 

of the bonds in this market [we are] holding to the high ground that the people of Canada 

are prepared to fumish the national highway to the Pacific without appealing to England 

for financiai help."'* Stephen's brave words merely masked the true situation which was 

that the London market, if not actually hostile towards the CPK was not prepared to 

support the momentous project. Not only had the GTR and its supporters provided a 

significant press obstacle to investor support for the CPR, but an indifferent Liberal British 

Government who refbsed an imperid guarantee on CPR loans was a serious deterrent for 

potential investors. Sirnilarly, a less effective High Cornmissionership limited the CPR's 

ability to generate income fiom its twenty-five million acres of land in the North-West, 

which was designed to receive immigrants. Had Galt been able to arrange an Irish 

58 Stephcn to Macdonald, Februar). 12, 1882, MG26 A Vol. 267. p 121352. 
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emigration scheme with the Liberals it c m  only be assumed that the CPR would have been 

involved in it because it couid have defrayed sorne of their own costs for such a project. 

However, opposition in Ireland fiom the Catholic Church prevented any deal from being 

negotiated.19 Stephen complained, however, that the CPR "have nothing to look for fiom 

either govenunent ... we rely on Our own efforts," and "to popularize the attractions of the 

North-West we shall get no help fiom any quarter here.'*' Galt and the CPR, therefore, 

recruited emigrants in Great Britain and Ireland quite separately from each other. 

Sir Alexander Tilloch Galt failed as High Cornmissioner because he was unable to 

secure entry to the City's financial and political hierarchy. The reasons for his faiiure were 

both political and personal. His political failing was a result of the fact that he was unable 

to win the support of the British Liberal Party, who took power in a general election fiom 

the Conservatives only weeks before Galt entered office as High Commissioner. The 

timing of the Liberals' ascension to power was unfortunate for Galt since many of the 

Canadian poiicies he was expected to deliver ran counter to Liberai ideology. The 

National Policy, for one, which included tariffs on British goods, drew the ire of the 

Liberal free-traders. Gladstone, despite his words to the contrary, was fiercely protective 

of Parliamentary authority and was reluctant to grant the self-governing colonies any 

privileges which may erode the central govemment's power over the Empire. The result 

..-. . 

59 Because Galt had very little to do with the CPR in London, the majority of his time was spent 
promoting immigration on behaif of the Canadian govemment. His esperience mith the British American 
Land Company had prepared him for this work and reports Say that he was very effective in this capacity. 
60 Stephen to Macdonald, February 22. 1882, MG26 A, Vol 267, pp 121379-121382. 
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for Galt was a mitigation in his powers as High Comrnissioner, a mitigation that resulted in 

his inability to make inroads into the elite and gentlemanly culture of the City. 

The lack of British governent support for the High Cornmissionership cenainly 

had an adverse affect on how Galt was perceived in the City. Where no personal infiuence 

or importance was evident, no respect was granted by gentlemanly capitalists. Galt had it 

within his power to make a place for himself in the City and gain respectability, however, 

personal failings prevented this from ever happening. These personal foibles were most 

evident in his attempts to forge a doser relationship with British Liberds. Whereas Galt 

had a vision of working within London's gentlemanly structure, with the help of Btitish 

politicians, his partisanship and political indiscretions alienated him from the very ones 

who could aid him. 

There were other avenues availabie to Galt in his attempts to join the gentlemanly 

culture, but Galt lacked the necessary qualifications. For example, a personal relationship 

with the Royal Family was a gentlernaniy symbol that would have gamered him respect. 

Udortunately for Galt, problems with protocol and tradition prevented anything more 

than a perfunctory greeting from the Queen. Galt also lacked the personal wedth that 

charactenzed most gentlemen in the City. Personal wealth would have allowed Gdt to be 

more independent in his search for respectability, and depend less on the British 

Goverment for support or on the Canadian Government for a relatively meager salary. 

As it was, Galt was unable to keep himself in the eye of London high society which stifled 

his chances at creating an effective social network. This lack of gentlemanly connections 
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similarIy postponed the CPR's success at finding British investors who's money would aid 

the completion of Canada's transcontinental railway and economic engine 



Sir Charles Tupper: 

Success as High Commissioner 

Sir Charles Tupper's success as Canada's second High Commissioner is something 

of a cunosity. He lacked one very obvious qualification possessed by both his 

predecessors, Sir John Rose and Sir Alexander Tilloch Gait. He had no previous business 

experience in the City. Whereas Rose had become a London banker and Galt had 

conducted business with the City during his time with his father's land Company, Tupper 

had spent most of his adult life in Canada as a physician and politician. Tupper's 

performance as a politician had been masterful, according to many contemporary 

observers, and it gave him valuable experience that would prove useful to his tasks as 

High Commissioner. Nevertheless, he lacked any direct experience with the City and its 

gentlernanly culture. 

Although not a gentleman by birth, Tupper had no difficulty establishing his 

gentlernanly credentiais. The fact that he was bom in Canada seemed to make little or no 

difference to his status, a situation fÙlIy consistent with Cain and Hopkins' portrayal of 

flexible gentlemanly culture. Tupper's political prominence at the tirne of his appointment 

to the Office of High Commissioner proved a considerable asset, since the City had a 

healthy respect for politicians and their essential services. Their view of politicians was 

shaped by the fact that the majonty of politicians in Britain came fiom landed or seMce 

backgrounds. Furthemore, Tupper possessed other qualities that facilitated his entry into 
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the counciis of the gentlemanly elite of the City. Independently wealthy, Tupper was a 

very social person who joined clubs and entertained guests in his home. He was fiends 

with members of the Royal Family, and was a skilled diplomat. In ihese respects he 

resembied Sir John Rose more than Galt. 

How was Tupper, a colonial, received in London? As Galt's tribulations illustrate, 

experience in the City and good relationships with its inhabitants did not automatically 

translate into sympathy for Canada on the London markets or in the London press. To 

gain status and entrée into al1 levels of London society, the High Commissioner had to 

appear to have the support of the govemment in place, regardless of its political stnpe. 

Galt had failed on this important count and encountered great difficulties as High 

Commissioner because of it; Tupper did not. 

Tupper entered the High Cornmissioner's office with a reputation for political 

partisanship, a disability which the Governor General Lord Lorne noted in his 

correspondence with the Colonial Secretary Lord Kimberley.' Colonial Office officiais' 

experience with Sir A.T. Galt and his controversial and anti-Liberal public cornrnents 

made British public officiais leery of the incoming Conservative cabinet member. While 

their feus about Tupper eventually proved to be unfounded, Galt's legacy came to be 

important in another more positive respect. Wilfied IMn Smith, in his 0rigitz.s atzd Early 

Developmeni of rhe Offjce of Hi@ Commissioner, says that despite Galt's troubles as 

High Commissioner, he laid the foundation that allowed Tupper to succeed in some a r e a ~ . ~  

l Smith. Origins and Developnrent. p 256. 
ibid.. p 257. 
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This, dong with Tupper's own personality, abilities, and encyclopedic knowledge of 

railways and nation-building, contributed to his success in London. 

Tupper's railway knowledge was probably his greatest asset. Known as Canada's 

"Mr. Railway" he worked on behalf of the CPR. Tupper had been involved in railway 

development since the 185OYs, and had been an ardent supporter of the Intercolonial 

Railway. Many of the economic plans for his home county, Cumberland, and later Canada 

as a whole revolved around railways as an impetus for economic growth. By the time he 

became Minister of Railways and Canais in 1879 in Macdonald's cabinet he knew al1 there 

was to know about railways and their relationship to the Canadian economy. 

Consequently, Tupper's opinions were valued in Whitehdl and the City. When Tupper 

spoke about railways, British politicians and capitaiists listened since Tupper spoke with 

knowledge and authonty and they knew of the importance of railways to Canada and of 

Tupper's importance in this scherne. 

Charles Tupper was born in Amherst, Nova Scotia in 182 1 to a Baptist clergyman, 

the Reverend Charles Tupper and Miriam Lowe. Although Tupper attended various local 

grammar schools, most of his education had been received at home from his self-educated 

father, himself a formidable scholar. Tupper's formal education included studies in Greek, 

Latin, French, and Science before he took up a teaching position for a short time at a 

gramrnar school in New Brunswick. Then, at the age of seventeen, he became the 

understudy of a Windsor, Nova Scotia doctor and then, in 1840 he travelled to the 

University of Edinburgh to gain the best medical education his borrowed money could 
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buy. Three years &er his retum to Amherst in 1843 he married Frances Morse, 

granddaughter of one of the town's founders. Tupper's double life as doctor and 

politician began in 1852 when he challenged the great Joseph Howe in a provincial by- 

election and lost, oniy to be elected as a Conservative in the 1855 general election for the 

sarne seat. His political success at the young age of thirty-three was impressive, and a 

harbinger of things to corne. Indeed, Howe was so impressed by Tupper's abilities that he 

predicted Tupper's leadership of the Conservatives. Despite his victory in Cumberland 

County, the election was a disaster in the rest of the province. At this point the adaptable 

Tupper advocated a new course for the party, one which included support for the 

govemment's construction of railwaysh3 Thus, Tupper began his career as a Conservative 

and as an u n s w e ~ n g  railway supporter. 

Over the next half century the 'War Horse of Cumberland" represented his 

province and country in a manner that justified his nickname. His political appointments 

were numerous and persona1 honours abundant. His political offices included: Premier of 

Nova Scotia, 1864- 1867; President of Privy Council of the Dominion of Canada, 1870- 

72; Minister of Inland Revenue, 1872-73; Minister of Customs, 1873; Minister of 

Public Works, 1878-79; Minister of Railways and Canals, 1879-84; and High 

Comrnissioner for Canada in England, 1883-87, and 1888-96.'' 

3 Sir Charles Tupper. Recollec~ions of Sixv  Years in Canada. (London, New York. Toronto: 
Cassel1 and Company, Ltd, 19 14) p 3.  
4 Mer, and behveen, Tupper's time as Kigh Commissioner, he served as Minister of Finance, 1887-88 
and Prime Minister of the Dominion of Canada, 1896. Tupper's personal honours were also impressivc. 
The CB (Companionship of the Order of the Bath) was conferred in 1867 and a knighthood (KCMG) 
followed in 1878. Finally, the GCMG M g h t  Grand Cross of the Order of St. Michael and St. George) 
was 'oestoweû on Tupper in 1886. 
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Tupper is well remernbered for two of 

Codederation and the evohtion of the Canadian 

this nation's most significant events: 

Pacific Railway. Most biographies of 

Tupper have been pemed by partisans. None are more partisan than those written by his 

personal biographer, E.M. Saunders, and Tupper's son and political ally Sir Charles 

Hibbert Tupper. In their biographies Tupper is cast as the 'Father of canada".' While 

this may be overstating his  importance somewhat, Tupper dong with his closest allies, Sir 

John A. Macdonald, Sir George Etieme Cartier, and Sir Leonard Tilley contnbuted 

significantly to the creation and retention of Codederation. Tupper's role in bringing 

Nova Scotia into Codederation was masterfil (if not underhanded) in the face of political 

partûanship and stiff opposition. As early as 1860 he was convinceci, as was the Liberal 

leader Joseph Howe, that some form of Union was necessary among Maritime provinces 

or al1 the provinces of British North Amenca. Speculation on Tupper's unionist 

motivations Vary widely from the need to consolidate Canada's debts to the likelihood of 

increased railway construction in the province, or persona1 profit and aggrandi~ernent.~ 

As Peter Waite points out, however, Tupper was also motivated to a large degree by the 

hstration of not being able to exhibit fully his talents within the larger imperial context? 

Tupper's concern about British North Arnerica's apparent unimportance within the 

Empire prompted him to write that '%th such a confederation as these five provinces as 

would give us the political position due to Our extent of area, Our resources ... British 

Amerka would in a few years exhibit to the world a great and powerful organisation, with 

- . . . -. -. - - - . . . 

5 Biographical Foreword (Anon), Recolleclions, p 8. 
6 Delphin Andrew Muise, "Elections and Constituencies: Federal Politics in Nova Scotia, 1867- 
1878" (PhD thesis. University of Western Ontario, 1971). p 30; Rosemary Langhout, "Developing Nova 
Scotia: Railways and Public Accounts, 184% I86T'. Acadiensis, vol. 6, no. 1 (Autumn 1 W6), p 18. Cited 
in Phillip Buckner's unpublished Dictionary ofCanadian Biography entry for Sir Charles Tupper, p 6 .  
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British institutions, British sympathies, and British feelings, bound indissolubly to the 

Throne of ~n~land ." '  

The four years preceding Confederation were confusing ones  for the Union 

movement. Maritime premiers met twice to discuss forms of union with their Canadian 

counterparts, once in Charlottetown and later in Quebec. Samuel L. Tilley and Charles 

Tupper, respectively Premiers of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, were naunch 

supporters of the idea but were unable to convince the intluential Joseph Howe that the 

tenns of Union were beneficial for Nova Scotia. Talk of Maritime Union soon fell by the 

wayside as a Canadian delegation to the 1863 Charlottetown Conference, including John 

A. Macdonald, AIexander T. Galt, and George E. Cartier argued for a general Bntish 

North Amenca. A second conference in Quebec in October, 1864 convinced Tupper that 

Confederation was the proper decision, and convinced Macdonald that 'Dr. Tupper was 

exactly the man necessary to the accomplishment of the great work they had met to 

consider.'" Reasons for Macdonald's assessrnent c m  be found in J.E. Collins, The Llfe 

and Times of the Right Hotwiirable Sir John Alexander MacdonaId 

The Hon. Charles Tupper's robust ability and unfaltenng purpose had d l  along 
favourably impressed Sir John ... But of Sir Charles abilities. we might say of lus 
genius, there crin be no question. He entered poliûcs, in which sphere, by the 
sheer force of lus abilities and the possession of a power that literally battered 
dom every obstacle, succeeded in forcing his way 10 one of the most prominent 
places in the c o u n l .  Never could anyone deny that great energy of character. 
and almost superhuman force.'' 

- - - - - ---- - - . 

7 P.B. Waite, The Li/e and Times of Confederation, 1864-1 867. (Toronto, 197 1) pp 14- 15. 
8 Tupper, Recollections, p 37. 
9 Joseph Pope. .\fentoirs of the Right Honourable Sir John Alexander Macdonald. (Toronto: 
M o r d  University Press, 1930) p 286. 
'O J.E. Collins, n e  Lîjè and Times ofthe Right Honourable Sir John Alexander ,\focdondd. 
(Toronto, 1883) pp 368-369. 
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A man of this description would certainly be a valuable political ally as well as a great 

representative for Canada. In forming his first Confederation government in 1867, 

Macdonald clearly wanted Tupper in his cabinet but was unable to have him because of 

the necessity of reconciling religious interests in Nova Scotia. Roman Catholics wanted 

representation in the cabinet but could not endorse Tupper for this position because they 

viewed his 1864 Free Schools legislation as an attack on Catholic sclio01s.~~ Rather than 

giving Tupper a seat in cabinet, therefore, he was offered the lucrative position of 

chairman of the Intercolonial Railway Commission. He declined the offer and chose to sit 

as a private member, but still exercized immense influence upon Macdonald, who owed 

Tupper much for his work on Confederation and bringing Nova Scotia into the fold. 

Given the narrowness of his win in the 1867 election and the fact that anti- 

confederates swept the remaining Nova Scotia seats Tupper must have been happy just to 

take his seat in Parliament for Cumberland ~ o u n t ~ . ' ~  As a Member of Parliament, Tupper 

did not completely abandon his Hippocratic oath in favour of a political mantra. He was 

said to have kept his medicine bag under his desk in the House of Commons and once 

even dispensed medical advice to a political foe by suggesting he stay up al1 night to 

administer champagne to his ailing wife every half an hour.13 As a pnvate rnember, 

Tupper continued to promote important issues that were in keeping with his vision of a 

strong and independent Canada. For example, he was one of the first people in 

11 Pope, ,\femoirs, pp 350-35 1; E.M. Saunders, The Life and Leffers of the Right Honourable Sir Charles 
Trrpper, Vol. 1 ,  (Toronto, New York, London: Cassel1 and Company. 19 16) pp 150- 153. 
12 Buckner, Unpub. DCB, p 8. Tupper's was the only Unionist seat won in the Province, and that only 
tw a small margin. ' Sandra Gyn. The Private Capital: Love ond Ambition in the 4ge ofdLBcdonold and Laurier. 
(Toronto. 1984) p 64. Cited in Buckner. DCB, p 2. 
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Macdonald's goverment to suggest a protection policy for Canadian business and 

industry that closely resembled the National Policy of eight years later. In a speech to 

Parliament in 1870 Tupper suggested that it was not wise to trust the Arnericans to look 

out for Canada's interests in the wake of the failed reciprocity agreement. He asked 

Parliament ccshould we allow the best interests of the country to be sacnficed or uphold a 

bold national policy which would promote the best interests of ail classes and fil1 our 

t r e a s ~ r ~ ? " ' ~  Charles Hibbert Tupper spent an entire chapter in Szrpplement to the Life and 

Lefters of the Right Honotirable SN. Chnries Tzipper pointing out that early in his father's 

career he was "sincere and consistent in his views on protection."15 In keeping with 

Tupper's formidable reputation, one observer in 1893 stated that "Sir Charles Tupper is 

the oniy Canadian statesman who has a right to claim that he was the father of the 

National ~ o l i c ~ . " ' ~  

Tupper might also be considered the "father" of the transcontinental railway in 

Canada. From his days in Nova Scotia politics he supported railway construction as a way 

to increase east-west traffic and foster deveiopment in particular areas of the country. In 

1865 Tupper pressed Macdonald to make the Intercolonial Railway a condition of 

Confederation. In 1869, still as a private member, Tupper anempted to prornote a rail link 

to British Columbia. Between 1879 and 1885, both as Mïnister of Railways and Canals 

and High Commissioner to England, Tupper played a much larger part in the development 

l4 Saundcrs, L@ and Letfers, Vol. 1 ,  pp 200-203. 
15 Sir Charles Hibbcrt Tupper, Suppletrtenf fo fhe Lif i  and Letfers of the Righf Horoourable Sir 
Charles Tzrpper. (Taronto, 1926) p 68. 
.16 ibid.  p 63. 
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of the CPR than his own understated estimation suggests: '7 had something to do with the 

preliminary negotiations and the carrying out of the work,"" said Tupper. 

Macdonald could not have asked for a better aliy than Sir Charles Tupper, both in 

federal and provincial politics. He understood Canada's and Nova Scotia's politicai 

landscape with the clarity of a visionary. When Tupper became Premier of Nova Scotia in 

1864, his econornic plan of "coal, iron, and rails" was radical compared to the opposition 

Reformers7 argument for the maintenance of Nova Scotia's traditionai 'hood,  wind, and 

sail" economy.18 Clearly, Tupper's plan to  bring railways to the new coal centres of Nova 

Scotia prepared the province for continental cornpetition. Similarly, Tupper played an 

important role on the national scene where he made the National Policy and the CPR 

essentiai to the reaiization of Codederation. His knowledge and view of the Canadian 

economy was unequailed at the time. When one coupled this vast knowledge of Canada 

and its main players with his tireless, energetic, and sornetimes bombastic character, it was 

easy to understand why Macdonald vaiued Tupper's seMces at home and abroad. He was 

Canada's foremost authonty on railways and the economy. 

Tupper's opportunity to sit in cabinet came in 1870 with the departure of the ailing 

Joseph Howe. Tupper was appointed President of the Pnvy Council on June 2 1, 1870 and 

d e r  Confiederation's second general election on July 2, 1872 he became the Minister of 

Inland Revenue. When the Pacific Scanda1 broke in 1873 Tupper remained loyal to 

Macdonald and defended the govemment from Liberal attacks. When a less loyal Sir 

Samuel Tilley resigned fiom cabinet, Tupper was given his portfolio of Minister of 

" Tupper. Recollecfions, p 125. 
18 Muise, "Elections and Constituencies", p 3 1. 
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Customs. The Tacific ~lander'~,'~ as Tupper called it, brought down Macdonald's 

government in 1874 through a vote of non-confidence and it harmed many politicians' 

reputations. In the ensuing general election of that year Tupper was one of only two 

Conservatives to be returned by their Nova Scotia constituents. For the next four years 

Tupper stayed in the House of Cornmons Wtually unharmed by the fal l~ut .*~ In 

opposition he was a most effective cntic of the Liberal Govemrnent's econornic and 

railway policies.21 While Tupper possessed formidable debating skius, Saunders' 

intimation that he was alrnost single-handedly responsibie for the ultirnate demise of the 

Liberals is grossly exaggerated. The depression of the 1870's and the inexpenence of 

Mackenzie and his party were more potent factors. Tupper did make it clear, however, 

through his cnticism of the Minister of Public Works and Prime Minister Alexander 

Mackenzie, that the Liberals' plan for a publicly funded railway was not a wise one for a 

young nation with limited revenues? He argued that the Liberals were far too 

extravagant in their planned expenditures. 

Upon the Conservatives' retum to power in 1878 Tupper was rewarded for his 

work as critic and his unfailing support of the party. The election retumed Tupper to his 

seat for Cumberland despite the fact that he and his wife had been living in Toronto for 

two years in order to be close to their grieving son, Charles Hibbert, who had recently lost 

l9 ibid.. p 13 1. 
20 Akhough Tupper was not implicated in the Paciîïc Scanda1 at first, a Liberal Toronto newspoper 
alleged that he had. indeed, benefitted from Allan's generosity. Tupper asked for a govenunent 
im*estigation into his role in the Scanda1 and when it \vas found that the newspaper had based their 
allegations on mmour, he was cleared of any rvrongdoing. 
2 1 Buckner, Unpub. DCB, p 10. A more detailed account of Tupper's criticism of Liberal policies can be 
found in Saunders', Life and Letters, pp 236-246. In particular, Saunders points out that Tupper \vas 
effective in criticizing the Liberais for a railway policy that would cost the people of Canada more than the 
Conservatives' own plans. 
22 Saunders, LiJe and Letters, p 239. 
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his wife. In 1879 Sir John A. Macdonaid appointed Tupper to the cabinet as Minister of 

Public Works, only to see the ministry split into two, Public Works and Railways and 

Canais, with Tupper keeping the latter. This could not have suited him better. Tupper's 

fervent belief in the transcontinental railway as a great national and imperial project drove 

his efforts. He believed that the construction of "an Imperia1 Highway across the 

Continent entirely on British ~ o i l , " ~  would help solve the problems of implementing the 

National Policy which he had been so instrumental in forming. It helped ensure British 

Columbia's acceptance of Codederation, and saved the Empire from any potentid 

annexationist designs. Canada's impenal connections were near the Front of Tupper's 

rnind when he spoke of Canadian railways. In Canadim Naional Ruïlwnys, G.R. Stevens 

cornmented that '%harles Tupper, [was] a pillar of Empire, Save where the Colonial Office 

was concerned . "*' 

Tupper was no stranger to London and the Colonial Office. When he served as 

Provincial Secretary in the Johnstone Govemment, he travelled to London three times to 

gain imperial guarantees on loans for the Intercolonia! Railway. Each time Tupper came 

away bitter and empty-handed. The fira time, in 1857, Colonial Office Secretary Henry 

Labouchere rebuffed the joint New Brunswick-Nova Scotia delegation owing to an 

apparent lack of agreement between the two g r o ~ ~ s . ~ ~  In May 1858, the Colonial Office 

Secretary, Sir Edward Bulwer-Lytton, refùsed a revised plea from the Nova Scotia 

23 Tupper in Mcmorandurn: Canadian Pacific Railway Scheme, 20 August 1879. MG26 A, Vol. 127, p 
52525. 
24 G.R Stwens, Canadian Aiutional Railways, IW. I: Six@ Yeors of Trial and Ewur (1836-1896). 
$Toronto and Vancouver: Clarke. Invin. & Company Ltd. 1960) p 179. 

5 Stevens, Trial and Error, pp 168-169. 



Legislature on the grounds that "Imperia1 expenditures must have an Imperia1 ~bject."'~ 

Finally, in 1858 Tupper travelled with Alexander T. Galt and George Etienne Cartier to 

London with the promise of support fiom London businessrnen. This time it was 

Benjamin Disraeli, Chancellor of the Exchequer, who was in a decidedly anti-imperial 

mood and averse to the plan for the ~ntercolonial.~' 

Despite these rebukes the Nova Scotian-bom Tupper remained a comrnitted 

Impenalist. Eventually, Disraeli recognized the value of the British colonies, though at 

one time he saw them as "a millstone around Our necks." By his seventieth year Disraeli 

came to believe that "no rninister in this country will do his duty who neglects any 

opportunity of reconstmcting as much as possible our Colonial ~rn~i re .""  Macdonald 

and Tupper, perhaps trying to take advantage of Disraeli's change of heart, drew up a 

memorandum conceming the "Canadian Pacific Railway Scheme" wherein they 

emphasized the value of the railway to the Empire as a whole. The memorandum, 

presented to the British Government in August, 1879 argued that: 

In submitting the above scheme for the consideration of Her Majesty's 
Ministers, the undersigned delegates from the Government of Canada would 
respectfiilly submit that the Canadian Pacific RaiIway is a work in which the 
Imperia1 Government is largely interested. 
1. It is rendered necessary by the confederation of the scattered provinces of 
British North Arnenca under one Government. in accordance with Imperia1 
poliq. 
2. It will fonn a great national highwvay across the continent of America entirely 
on British soil, and \vil1 provide a new and important route from Engiand to 
AustraIia, to India, and to al1 the dependencies of Great Britain in the PaciEic 
Ocan. 
3. It wiI1 open up vast tracts of fertile land for occupation, and afford permanent 
emp1o)ment and homes for Engiish famers, worhen, and labourers, and wvill 

26 - 
I bid., p 169. 

27 ibid., p 170 
John Mumy Gibbon, Steel ofEmpire. (Indianapolis and New York. 1935) p 190. 



ultimately render Great Britain independent of foreign countries for food 
supplies." 

in short, the memorandum and its three couriers, Macdonald, Tupper, and Tilley, 

attempted to illustrate the value of a transcontinental railway to Great Britain and the 

Empire. 

The British Govement ,  faced by an impending general election was unimpressed 

by the Canadians' argument. Macdonald, Tupper and Tilley ieft London with a promise 

fiom Disraeli that they should "come back next year and I will do anything you ask me.'730 

With their promise of a rail link to British Columbia to keep, however, it was clear that a 

cornmitment was needed sooner. The commitment was made in 1880 when it came tirne 

to build the lengthiest portion of the railway, fiom Lake Nipissing to the Pacific Coast. 

Tupper again went to London to seek out a group that was willing to take on the 

enormous project. Tupper, however, faced a skeptical audience. As he recalled later: 

"British financiers did not display any Frenzied haste to engage in railway building across 

the ~ont inent . "~~ The first to be approached in this regard was Sir Henry Tyler, the 

President of the Grand Trunk Railway. But Tyler refused the offer because the Canadian 

tems  demanded that the railway be an all-canadian route, nonh of Lake Superior. In 

their view this route was necessary for the integrity of the National Policy and indeed, for 

the existence of the nation.)* The only people willing to subrnit to this clause were those 

of the Canadian Pacific Railway Syndicate. On September 14, 1880 the contract which 

29 .Ifemorandm: Canadian Pacijic Railway Scheme, 20 August 1879, MG26 A Vol. 127. pp 52525- 
52526. 
30 Disraeli, 1879. in Gibbon, Steel, p 194. 
3t Tupper. Recoliections, pp 139- 140. 
32 Charles Hibbert Tupper, Sirpplement, p 84. 
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created the Canadian Pacific Railway was signed in London. Tupper was one of the 

signatones of this agreement which stipulated that: 

The Goveniment, in consideration of the above, [will] grrint a subsidy in 
money of $25,000,000 and a total grant in a i 4  of 25,000,000 of acres of land. 
The money subsidy and 18,750,000 acres, part of the grant in aid, [is] to be paid 
and made as the work proceeds in proportion to the e'rpenditures, and to be 
appiied to the several sections of the h i l w a  y...33 

The signing of this contract set off five years of financial trials and tribulations for the 

Canadian Govemment and the Syndicate. In his memoirs, Tupper chose to forget the 

troubles and remembered this only as 'the foundation of the great Canadian Pacific 

Railway, which actually paid working expenses from the date of its c ~ r n ~ l e t i o n . ~ ' ~ ~  

Aithough this is tme, Tupper did not mention the part he played in keeping the CPR dive 

both as Minister of Railways and Canals between 1880 and 1883, and as High 

Commissioner between 1883 and 1885. Dunng this five year period no one in the 

Canadian Government, not even Macdonald himself, did as much to bnng about the 

successful completion of the great work. In the House of Commons, he defended the 

Railway and secured Ioans for its progression. However it was in London while serving as 

Canada's second High Commissioner that Tupper performed his most valuable hinctions 

in relation to the CPR. 

Sir Alexander T. Galt's resignation as High Cornmissioner in 1883 was made 

inevitable by his impotence as a gentlemanly capitalist in the City. Initially, it appeared as 

though Galt had the necessary experience and credentials for the position. His record, 

nie Conadian Pacijic Railway: Heads oj4greenient. 14 Septernber 1880, MG26 A Vol. 127, pp 
525 15-525 16. 
34 Tupper, Recollections. p 143. 
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however, indicates that he failed in some critical areas. For example, he failed to receive 

the endorsement of the British Govemment as Canada's official representative, he did not 

forge a close working relationship with the Colonial Office of the time, nor did he manage 

to form familiar ties with the City. A month after Tupper's appointment, Macdonald 

wrote to him saying: 

You have made a good start and 1 have no doubt o u r  intercourse with the 
Govenunent mi11 be both agreeétble and useful. 1 cannot help thinking that your 
practicaI successes wiii be greater than Galt's. He wvas alwvays thinking of psing 
as an Engiish statesman and tqing to impose his own viewvs on the English 
public for self-glorification nther than tending to his [ 1." 

Macdonald's appointment of Tupper as High Cornmissioner was meant to remedy this 

situation because in Tupper Macdonald had a man of different strengths, knowledge, 

wealth, experience, and manner fiom Galt. Whereas Galt was a first generation 

Englishman who continued to aspire to acceptance in London, Tupper had no illusions as 

to where he was and who he represented. His bombastic, bullying and aggressive style 

meant that he could not be ignored or slighted as Galt had been. Tupper, therefore, 

brought qualities to the Office that allowed it to grow and develop in its relationship to 

both the Imperid Government and the City. 

In 1883 Tupper's stahis as a cabinet member automatically gave him a credibility 

which Galt never enjoyed. In ne Color~zaI OBce und Cmmda, D.M.L. Farr observed 

that Tupper (and subsequently Sir Donald Smith/Lord Strathcona) "raised the prestige of 

the Office to a level of 'ambassadorial importance'," reinforcing the view that Tupper's 

political prominence strengthened his hand in relation to the British Governrnent and 

35 Macdonald to Tupper, 25 July 1883, MG26 A, Vol 525 pt L, p 2 18. 
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allowed him to function effectively as High ~omrniss ioner .~~ If one accepts the argument 

that the High Cornmissioner was the meeting point for gentlemanly capitalism between 

Great Britain and Canada then Tupper can be seen as the one who bndged the gap 

between politics, business and the Office, ailowing the High Commissioner to be a usehl 

arm of Canadian government. This is especially tme in the case of the CPR where Tupper 

was able to use his knowledge, contacts, and influence to gain an important agreement 

with Barings Brothers to issue £3,000,000 of CPR First Mortgage Bonds. It was this 

issue that created confidence in the London market for CPR secunties and allowed it to 

finish construction. 

For Tupper, the High Commissioner's job was also a welcome appointment since 

his health had been suffering frorn the pressures placed on hirn by defending the CPR in 

the House of Comrnons fiom constant opposition attacks. As early as 188 1, when Galt 

tendered his first resignation, Tupper wrote to Macdonald from London: 

Sir A.T. Galt has fuily decided to Ieave as you will learn by his letter of the 24th. 
He would like ?ou to ask him to go out when his family goes in June and would 
retum and remain for your convenience. if 1 kcorne able to stand the strain of 
the Commons again I am at your disposal, if not I wouId like you to send me here 
where 1 think 1 could do some good work for canada." 

Because of his value to Macdonald within the Party and the Comrnons, Tupper was 

allowed to keep his cabinet portfolio as Minister of Railways and Canals, as well as take 

up the position of High Comrnissioner when he went to London in June, 1883. This 

enhanced his power and prestige in London among those who were willing to deal directly 

with power. His qualifications both as railway defender and political heavyweight were 

36 D.M.L. Farr, The Colonial OBce and Canada, 1867-1887. (Toronto: Universiv of Toronto 
Press, 1955) p 269. 
37 Tupper to Macdonald, 3 1 March 188 1,  Sir Charles Tupper Papers, Vol. 5, p 24 1 1. 
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the same ones that induced Macdonald to make Tupper the High Commissioner. Whereas 

Rose had no power in London to make official representations to the government, and 

Galt had this power but was not able to use it successfully, Tupper was expected to 

change this pattern and give Canada's interests a higher profile. Tupper reiished the 

opportunity to serve as Canada's High Commissioner. Conscious of the hostility in 

England towards Canada and the general unwillingness to accord Canada its due respect 

within the Empire, Tupper gained a margin of suc ces^.^^ He began by demanding "that he 

be accorded plenipotentiary powers," in trade talks with France and Spain, then Tupper 

took Canada's place at the table as an equal for the negotiations that had previously 

hstrated Galt. 39 

Tupper was the first Canadian-born High Commissioner. Tupper's colonial 

hentage may have been a cause for concem if the bulk of his life had been spent in 

Cumberland County. But this was not the case. Ordinary Canadians were viewed by the 

British as being "primitive in manner, insular in outlook, and lack[ing] artistic 

s e n ~ i t i v i t ~ . ' ~ ~  Tupper had been educated in Scotland, however, and as a politician had 

become farniliar with the way business was conducted in London. He would not have 

been out of place. At the sarne time, his lack of pretensions about London could have 

helped him. Whereas Galt became preoccupied with his gentlemanly status to the 

detriment of his duties, Tupper needed only to depend on his power as cabinet minister 

and High Commissioner to derive status. 

38 Charles Hibbert Tupper, Suppferrient. p 102. 
39 Farr, The Colonial Ofjice, pp 228-230. 

R.G. Moyles and Doug O w a m  Inperial Dreanrr and Colonial Realities: British I'iews of 
Canada, 1880-1 914. (Toronto, London: University of Toronto Press. 1988) p 225. 
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As High Commissioner, Tupper's s ta tu  as gentleman seemed secure. He 

associated socially with gentlemen of the City, conducted business on an informa1 basis at 

"clubs" or dimers and entertained gentlemen at his home. A wealthy man, Tupper could 

a o r d  to entertain in his home, partly because of his wife's substantiai resources and partly 

4 1 from his own wise investments in coal and railways in Nova Scotia. In Galt's case, the 

consequence of being unable to operate in this milieu was that his overall effectiveness as 

High Cornmissioner was harnpered. As this paper has argued, however, this inability came 

about because of Galt's poor relationship with the govemment of the time and his lack of 

wealth which prevented him fkom entertainhg those very gentlemen who may have 

fbrthered his cause. 

Tupper received a warm reception in England on July 3, 1 883. Present to receive 

Sir Charles and Lady Tupper were numerous important members of Gladstone's 

government including Lord Derby, the Secretary of State for the Colonies. According to 

Tupper: "nothing could exceed that cordiaiity of rny reception here by Lord Derby and the 

other ministers and officiais whom 1 have met, 1 find the interest taken in Canada is 

i m r n e n ~ e . ' ~ ~  Among the other ministers and officids present were Sir Charles Dilke, 

Under-Secretv for Foreign AEairs and R.G.W. Herbert, Permanent Under-Secretary of 

State for the Colonies. Derby's and Herbert's presence at the reception was a recognition 

of Canada's stature and importance. It was also a recognition of the importance of 

Canada's High Commissioner to Great Britain. The British Goverment (Consewatives) 

had been reluctant to gant  Canada any new diplornatic powers before Galt's appointment 

4t  ibid., p 2 14. 
42 Tupper co Stephen, 11 July 1883, Sir Charles Tupper Papers. Vol. 5.  2569. 
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in 1880. Galt's reception and his subsequent dealings with the Liberals confirmed this 

reluciance. Tupper's reception, however, represented a definite change in attitude. This 

change may be partly explained by Tupper's own political prominence. 

Tupper's visit to the Continent shortly after his arriva1 also represented a 

significant change in the Office. Gait had made similar trips to the Continent for business 

but Tupper went arrned with letters of introduction from British Royalty and politicians 

that gave him access to powerful politicians and royalty. In Germany, Princess Louise's 

letter gained him an audience with her sister, the Crown Princess and her h~sband.' '~ In 

France he attended a sitting of the Chamber of Deputies in the Senate. Overall, the events 

of Tupper's first month as High Commissioner illustrated that he was going to infuse 

energy, authonty and meaning into the Office. 

Dunng Tupper's first months as High Comrnissioner the event which best 

demonstrates his experience, and shows his first measure of success, was his pnvate 

presentation to Queen Victoria. Since Galt was the first High Commissioner to tahe up 

residence in London, protocol had not b e n  established at the time of his presentation to 

the Queen. He was presented in a levée at the Court with the grant of precedence 

proceeding the Privy Councillors in the Royal palace." Tupper, however, had made the 

acquaintance of Queen Victoria's daughter, Pnncess Louise, dunng her husband's term as 

Govemor General. Accounts of the meeting, in the autumn of 1878 record that Sir John 

A. Macdonald and Tupper met the couple in Halifax where Lome was swom in as 

Govemor General by the Chief Justice of Nova Scotia, Sir William Young. Macdonald 

43 Saunders, Li fe and Times, Vol I I ,  pp 15-16. 
44 S killing, Canadian Representation, p 97. 
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and Tupper then accompanied Lome and Princess Louise on their joumey to Ottawa. On 

the way they began a friendly and respectfil rapport that would last for years.J5 The 

appointment of a Royal couple to Onawa suggested a new attitude toward Canada and a 

recognition of its place and importance within the Empire. In his Recollections, Tupper 

spoke of Lome's performance as Governor General as "most able and s a t i ~ f a c t o r ~ , ' ~ ~  

while Lorne showed his respect for Tupper in 1896 by sending him a letter congratuiating 

him on becoming Canada's sixth Prime ~inis ter ."  This cordial relationship was evident in 

Decernber 1883 when Tupper, apparently at the behest of Lord Lome, met privately with 

Queen Victoria and received a tour of the castle. Newspapers of the day described the 

meeting: 

In the course of the interview the High Comrnissioner e-qressed to Her Mrijess 
the gratification felt by the Canadians at the appointment as Governor General 
five years ago of a nobleman so closely allicd to the Royal family as Lord Lorne, 
and at the opportunity thus given of testifying to the Princess Louise their 
a t tachent  to the throne. The Queen, in reply, intimated her great pleasure at 
the ex-emely hearty reception accorded to her daughter ... At the close of the 
inteniew the Princess Louise, who had k e n  present throughout, inviteci Sir 
Charles Tupper to see some of the more interestkg portions of the castle.' 

It is not entirely clear, however, whether this meeting was a personai reception or part of 

Tupper's official reception as High Cornmissioner. In his correspondence of May, 1885 

the Earl of Derby attempted to arrange a meeting of Tupper with the Queen sirnilar to the 

one Galt had received five years earlier. Apparently, Tupper had not been given a proper 

entrée because of "an oversight in this department [Colonial Office] [and] it was not 

applied for when Sir Charles assurned office."*'9 If Tupper's 1883 meeting with Queen 

45 Saunders. Life and Times, Vol 1, p 264. 
46 Tupper, Recollections, p 263. 
47 ibid., p 3 17. 
48 The Dai& Tintes, 20 December 1883, Cited in Charles H i b r t  Tupper, Supplement, p 103. 

John Bramsîon to Sir Spencer C.B. Ponsonby-Fane. I l  May 1885. Cited in Charles HiWert Tupper, 
Supplettient, p 57. 
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Victoria was personal and not a part of his duties, then it points to the likelihood that the 

meeting came about as a result of personal favour. 

Social access to the Royal Family conferred a higher status on Tupper in London. 

Tupper received invitations to dimer or to weekends with some of London's most 

important political and business leaders including the Kimberleys, the Carnarvons, the 

Baden Poweils, the Roses and many others whose interest in Canada would be u~efùl. '~ 

As early as July 12, 1883 Tupper had his first meeting with Edward Baring of Baring 

~rothers." In Canadiatt Representatzon Abroad Skihg feels that it was because Tupper 

was able to rnove in high social circles that he was successful in transforming the Office 

into one of influence and power.52 Whereas Galt had referred to many London gentlemen 

as "arrogant insulars," who "tum their noses at us dl," Tupper had no difficulty relating to 

these same men as he regularly met with statesmen, members of the Royal Family, and 

gave public speeches on important occasions with British Cabinet members in the 

audience. Sirnilarly, Tupper met with members of the govemment fiom the Pnme 

Minister down, and had constant communication with the Colonial Secretary, Lord 

Kimberley, who had formerly ignored Galt almost entirely?) 

Did the respect and privilege that Tupper received in London imply a gentlemanly 

status, however? Sir Charles Tupper's biographer, E.M. Saunders, implied as much. In 

Saunders' view "the High Commissioner had the Open Sesarne to social life in Great 

Britain and on the ~ontinent."~' Saunders also added that Tupper's social life was 

50 ibid., p 263. 
5 1 Tupper to Mricdonald, 12 July 1883, MG26 A Vol 282, P 129463. 
52 Skilling, Conadion Representotion Abroad. p 98. 
53 - ibid.. p 98. 
" Saunders. Li/e and Times, Vol I I .  p 15. 
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"perfectly congenial and in accord with his fixed habits," which suggests that Tupper 

possessed a gentlemanly taste and bearing which was not out of place in the City. Yet, 

according to Smith in Origins and h i y  Development of the Ofjice of High 

Commissioner, Tupper was not particularly concemed about his official status and 

mentioned dmost casually that he had been accorded the privileges which had been denied 

to ~ a l t . ~ ~  This casual indifference to his status implies that Tupper was cornfortable in his 

new environment and did not feel compelled to make speciai efforts to ingratiate himself 

with Londoners. Furthemore, his behaviour suggests that as High Commissioner and 

resident Canadian cabinet minister Tupper fit in with the gentlemen of Whitehall and the 

City and did not face the kind of opposition fkom the government which Galt had 

encountered. 

Initidly, there was some apprehension in the Colonial Office about Tupper's 

appointment as High Commissioner because of his reputation for being a staunch 

Conservative partisan. Both Rose and Galt came into the office with opposite reputations, 

as issue-related, non-partisan politicians. To have Tupper, the politician with clearly 

different habits, enter into the High Commissioner's Office was an unsettling thought for 

the Colonial Office authorities, especidly f i e r  Galt's unexpected partisan performance. 

Moreover, at the time of Tupper's arrivai in London, Gladstone's Liberal Govement  

was unpopular at home. A significant reason for this was the developing problem in the 

Sudan where, since 1881 Arab wanîors led by Mohammed Ahmed ibn Seyyid Abdullah 

(cailed the Mahdi) had been challenging Egyptian (and therefore British) authonty in the 

55 Smith, Origins, p 259 



Sudan. Gladstone decided to evacuate that area of AFrica in late 1883 and despatch 

Major-General C.G. Gordon to oversee the pullout.56 Given the public debate over the 

British Govement ' s  decision to intervene in the Sudan, therefore, foreign and imperial 

affairs were at the forefiont of the governrnent's problems. Gladstone and his government 

did not wish for Tupper to bring any new controversies regarding Canada. Any concern 

over Tupper's ability to act impartiaily was soon laid to  rest. Indeed, Tupper had no 

difficulty dernonstrating his non-partisan approach to the Office. Among his first official 

visitors fiom Canada were Edward Blake, leader of the Liberal Party of Canada, 

Alexander Mackenzie, former Liberal Prime Minister, and Oliver Mowat, the Liberai 

Premier of Ontario and arch opponent of Macdonald. Al1 three men were received 

cordially despite the fact that they were some of his most vocal and ardent critics; and he 

remained Minister of Railways and ~anals." 

From this early point onwards, Tupper's political stripe was obscured by his 

captivating influence and personality. Clearly, the fact that Tupper simultaneously held a 

cabinet position worked to his advantage in many respects, a point later acknowledged by 

Tupper's successor as leader of the Conservative Party, Robert Borden: 

1 do not fail to remernber your own view that the High Commissioner for 
Canada ought to be a member of the Canadian Govenunent and thus discharge 
the dulies which I have indicated above. The influence which, as High 
Commissioner, you were able to esert to the marked acivantage of Canada in 
matters of High Lmperial concem. is a strong argument in support of your Mew. 
if we could ix assured of having in London a representative possessing anything 

56 C. P.  S tacq, Records of the Nile Voyageurs, 1884- 1885: The Conadion Voyageur Contingen f in 
fhe Gordon Relief Expedilion. (Toronto: The Champlain Society, 1959) pp 1-3. ; Reference to a letter 
witten from Tupper to Macdonald in March of 1885 (Macdonald Papers) is made in the introductory 
remarks. Tupper suggested to Macdonald that Canada send a milita- contingent to the Sudan but !vas 
quiclcly rebuffed. What was not mentioned by Stacey is that Tupper was attempting to gain hperial 
parantees on loans for the CPR in r e m  for the military assistance. 

ibid., p 26 1 .  



like the eqerience. abili&, courage. detemination, and force of character which 
you brought to the discharge of that most important office? 

Certainly, Tupper's expenence as a cabinet minister, diplomat, and nation-builder prepared 

him well for his new post, as did his confident and forcehl personality. In fact, praise for 

Tupper was unmirnous in this respect. Lord Lorne wrote that, "Sir Charles Tupper made 

the period of his representation of Canadian interests notable in many ways, and he has 

never ceased to illustrate in a convincing manner the advantage to both countries of having 

a leading Canadian statesman resident among us."59 Ln 1890 Sir John A. Macdonald 

wrote to Govemor General Lord Stanley that "Canada has found it advantageous on 

several occasions to have Sir Charles Tupper dealt with as a quasi member of the corps 

diplomatzqzre, and I have no doubt the Colonial Secretary has been assisted by the 

expenence which Sir Charles had gained during his seMce as a cabinet minister in 

canada.'"' Finally, Tupper showed he was also aware of the advantage of holding two 

offices simultaneousiy by saying: 

Having. during four ycars. represented Cmada as High Commissioner 
while 1 at the same time held a seat in the Canadian Cabinet, 1 found in 
discussing matters nith the Imperia1 Government the additionaI weight given to 
my representation from the fact that 1 was not only a representative of the 
Canachan Government but also a mcmber of k6' 

These testirnonids were made afker Tupper gained the right to negotiate commercial 

treaties with foreign countries (plenipotentiary powers). Galt had been repeatedly 

discouraged by the lack of this official diplornatic status, as illustrated by the Spanish and 

" Cited in Charles Hibberi Tupper, Supplernent. p 11 1 .  
59 i b i d .  p 110. 
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French negotiations. That Tupper succeeded in this respect is one of the best indications 

of his comparative success during his thirteen years as High Cornmissioner. Although Galt 

attempted to raise the profile of the High Cornmissioner's Office in London, it was Tupper 

who was responsible for making the position an essentially diplornatic one!* 

Tupper's duai position brought another benefit in that it allowed him to have 

almost instant entrée into London's gentlemanly society. As mentioned above, he 

received a warm welcome from some of the Colonial Oflice's most senior officids, in 

contrast to Gait's reception which was coloured by the yet ambiguous status of the new 

Office. After Tupper's trip to the Continent, his relationship with London society 

continued to mature, again owing to his stature and infiuence as a senior cabinet rnember 

and High Cornmissioner. Wilfied Smith points out that Lord Lome went out of his way to 

introduce Tupper to London society and was responsible for Tupper's private meeting 

with Queen victoria!) While his familiar and fnendly relationship with Lome and 

Princess Louise provided incalculable benefits for Tupper in London, it was certainly 

faciiitated by the fact that he was a cabinet minister during Lome's tenure as Govemor 

General. 

Within cabinet, Tupper's influence was felt most acutely in matters dealing with 

railways, specificdly the CPR. This influence augmented his power as High 

Cornrnissioner in London because he spoke with an unqualified voice on the CPR. 

Financiers and investors could be sure that Tupper was speaking fiom a position of power 

since it was Macdonald who more than once called Tupper back to Canada to quel1 

- -- - - -  - 

62 Skilling. Conadian Representation A broad, p 98. 
63 Smith, Origins. p 260. 



dissenting voices in cabinet over CPR financing. He was the authority on Canadian 

r a i~wa~s .~ '  From the time he first entered politics in Nova Scotia, Tupper recognized 

railways as cntical economic engines for his region. While in Macdonald's cabinet and the 

High Commissioner's Office, Tupper took his thinking fùrther and became convinced that 

Canada's future depended on the successfùl completion of a transcontinental railway that 

followed an aii-Canadian route. In Febmary, 1885, when the CPR was virtually out of 

money, Tupper wrote to Macdonald 

1 have k e n  greatly concemed by your letter of the 24th uitimo as to the 
position of the CPR and the attitude of some of pur  colleagues and for the first 
time regret that I left Parliament. 1 tike the position here ver). much - it sui& me 
and my health is much better and 1 am vain enough to be1ia.e that I am fairly 
well qurilified for the position and able to do important rvork for Canada, but 1 
[view] the success of the CPR as so b l t a i  to the progress and greatness of Canada 
that 1 have no inhibitions in placing myself unresemedly in your han& ...if you 
tet the CPR go do in  you ivdi k sacrificing both the country and the Party and 
throw ali b c k  again for ten years. 1 do not believe that either Parliament or the 
country ~ v i l i  mer submit io t h i ~ . ~ ~  

Tupper went on to offer his resignation to Macdonald so that he might rehim to cabinet 

and use his influence and fiery personality to convince his colleagues of the wisdorn of 

secunng more loans for the CPR. On December 1, 1883 Macdonald cabled Tupper in 

London saying, Tacific in trouble. You should be here.'"6 At the time, the CPR was 

encountering great resistance to their new issue of shares in the London market due 

mainiy to the poisoning influences of the GTR in the London press. The $65,000,000 in 

CPR shares that were issued with a par value of 100 brought in only $3 1,000,000 on the 

London market, prompting George Stephen to ask the Canadian Governrnent for a loan of 

64 Glazebrookls A History of Transportafion in Canada. LBlirrne I l ,  (pp 85-88) g i~es  a good account of 
Tuppcr's influence within the Canadian cabinet and the situations which demanded his attention. From 
sending letters to Tilley, the Minister of Finance, to travelling back to Canada to address cabinet 

rsonally, Macdonald depended heavily on Tupper's infiuence. ' Tupper to Macdonald, 24 February 1885, MG26 A, Vol. 283. pp 129802-805. 
66 Pope, Correspondence o p i r  John A.  Macdonald. p 308. 
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$22,500,000 in order to prop up the remaining shares and continue construction of the 

r a i l ~ a ~ . ~ '  The Liberals voiced strong opposition to the new loan but opposition also came 

from inside Macdonald's own party. Tupper's past exploits on behalf of the CPR 

prompted Macdonald to recdl him in order to quel1 the dissenting Conservatives, which he 

quickly did with his bullying manner. It may have been considered strange that Macdonald 

needed someone else to bnng his own cabinet into line but given Tupper's knowledge of 

the CPR and its potential effects on the Canadian economy there was no better person to 

rnake the argument. Tupper spoke to cabinet and secured the $22,500,000 loan that made 

sure the CPR would live to see another crisis. That crisis came in the first s u  months of 

1885 when the future of the CPR seemed gloomy over a new round of govenunent loans 

for which George Stephen was asking. Writing to Tupper in April, 1885 the Minister of 

Revenue Sir Samuel L. Tiiley explained that: 

if the CPR matter has to be dealt with, 1 do not know who we have to present the 
case. Langevin ought to take hold of that question, but 1 doubt if hc does. Your 
absence from the house is now k ing  very much feka 

Tupper's tremendous influence within the party and cabinet was illustrated many times 

during his time as High Comrnissioner. 

While many battles over the CPR were fought in Parliament and Cabinet, Sir 

Charles Tupper's toughest fight came in London where he continually made efforts to 

attract British investors to CPR securities. This was one of his main objectives as High 

Commissioner, both in a persona1 respect and as a representative of the Canadian 

67 Gibbon, Sfeel of Empire, pp 256-258. " Saunders. LI@ and Letfers, Vol II. p 53. 
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Government . His utter devotion to the transcontinental railway having already been 

noted, it mua be mentioned that his efforts in London to protect and promote the CPR 

were even more impressive than those he undertook in Canada. To be sure, his infiuence 

in convincing cabinet to approve loans for the CPR was pivotal in keeping the Company 

dive in times of crisis. In the long term, however, public support in the London market 

was the only sure way of raising enough capital to d o w  construction of the line to be 

completed. The obstacles that had prevented this support since the inception of the CPR 

Syndicate in 1879 continued with Tupper as High Commissioner. The London market 

was so hostile to the CPR that it was not until 1883, when Tupper was installed in his new 

Office, that the Company decided to test the waters in the world's richest market. Before 

this point, and for a time d e r  it, George Stephen rernarked that "no one in England would 

take a schilling in the Company ... no one in London believed in the success of the 

c ~ m ~ a n ~ . ' " ~  Then in the sumrner of 1884 Alexander Baring, a member of the famous 

British banking family, travelled from his residence in New York to London at the behest 

of George Stephen in hopes of convincing his family's bank to assist the CPR. For a year 

the waters remained decidedly chilly until My, 1885 when Tupper orchestrated a deal 

with the powerfùl Banngs Brothers that saw the issuance of £3,000,000 in First Mortgage 

Bonds and breathed new life into CPR securities on the London market. In his 'Tinancing 

the CPR, 1880-1885," D.C. Masters daims that it was probably Alexander Banng's fist  

overture in 1884 that accounted partly for Barings' decision to support the CPR." Tt was 

" W. Kayc Lamb, History of the Canadian Pacijic Railway. (Toronto: MacMillan, 1977) p 93. 
70 D.C. Masters. "Financing the CPR 1880-1885,'' Canadian Historical Review, Vol. 24, 1943. pp 
350-362. p 359. 



Tupper, however, who was on the spot conducting the negotiations, using his "good 

offices" when the deal was stmck in 1885.'' 

The most senous obstacle to the CPR's success was its main competitor, the 

Grand Tmnk Railway. The long-time darling of Canadian railway investments on the 

London market (if not for the retums it presented then for the huge amounts of rnoney 

London investors had sunk into it) it had never before been confionteci with a serious 

competitor in its owrt backyard. One of the City's most prominent financial publications, 

the Observer, cornrnented that the resistance that the CPR found in London was naturai 

for any railway that dared to operate "in direct opposition to existing railway interests in 

the province of ~ u e b e c . " ~  They were referring to the GTR. It is quite understandable 

why George Stephen, Sir John Rose, Sir A.T. Galt, and then Tupper could not convince 

London bankers to support CPR securities beyond token issues in the order of $100,000. 

First, of the approximately £1,300,000,000 invested abroad by British investors, 

$200,000,000 of it was in Canadian railways which had historically eamed only one 

quarter of the average eamings of British overseas in~estrnents.~~ Second, Barings and 

Glyn had both invested heavily in the GTR in its early years and had yet to see any 

significant retums on their millions. Investing in the CPR would have meant creating 

7 1 ibid, p 36 1 .  
" London Observer, 1 January 1882, p 6 .. Cited in ûw~am and Moyles, I»iperiof Dreanis and Colonial 
Realities, p 153. 
'' Stevens. T h l  and Error, p 345.; The figure off l,3OO,OOO,OOO in British overseas investments which 
Stevens uses must k taken as a very approximate one given the historiographical debate over the methods 
and amounts used to quant@ the actual figure. Michael Edelstein, Overseas investment in the ilge if 
High It)iperialimi (New York: Columbia University Press, 1982) ; Alexander K. Cairncross, Honie and 
Foreign Investnient (Cambridge: Cambridge Universiîy Press, 1953) ; Donald G. Paterson, British Direct 
Investrnent in Canada (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1976); and Davis and Huttenback, Marnnion 
and the Pursuit of Eh~pire: The Poli tical Economy of Bkiish Impenafim (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1986) al1 prcsent different methods, estimates, and determinants to calculate overseas 
investment in foreign and colonial territorics. 
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competition against their own interests thereby reducing the likelihood of any profits from 

the GTR. Sir H e q  Tyler, President of the GTR, said exactly this in London: 

We, as a Board have never taken any steps of any sort. But 1 know that 1 am 
addressing a great number of shareholders and the representatives of a grerit and 
powerfiil Company, having an important infhence on the money market of this 
metropdis. 1 venture to say that if anyone from Canada amcks our united 
system it is not necessas. that they should meet with opposition fiom this Board, 
because they are attacking the pockets of the whole of this vast proprietaq of 
20,000 people, who have vast influence in secuing subscriptions for any purpose 
that cornes before thern. That is the enemy that they must encounter.'j 

The Grand Trunk Railway's managing Board of Directors in London, however, 

was not content to trust the rationaiity of London investors and banks. In the 1880's they 

were probably already aware of what historians would hypothesize a hundred years iater. 

Doug Owrarn and R.G. Moyles, for example, have argued that "investment had an 

irrationai aspect and that, in many ways, what motivated decisions was another f o m  of 

the irnperiai dream, a dream inspired by visions of wealth emerging from the distant parts 

of the greatest financial realm in the world." It seems that this realization stmck thern in 

1883 when it was obvious that the CPR was going to chailenge the GTR's hegemony in 

Quebec in iheir mission to build a transcontinental railway. To ensure that London 

investors never becarne interested enough in the CPR to take a chance on its fortunes, the 

GTR used the London financial press (one of its most important allies) to paint a dismal 

portrait of the Company's financial viability and Canada's living conditions. Although the 

GTR's President, Sir Henry Tyler, always denied such skulduggery, Sir John A. 

Macdonald was quite convinced of Tyler's intention to scuttle his favourite project. 

Macdonald wrote: "Tyler did al1 he could to kill Our attempts to form a syndicate in 1880. 

I heard him in a speech at Trinity House attack Our Lake Supenor route ... 1 know he is 
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trying to keep the syndicate off the English market. If 1 live I shall pay Sir Henry off."75 

Despite Tyler's protestations to the contrary, negative stories in the London financial press 

appeared constantly. Tupper considered that his most important hnction was to bnng 

Canada to the attention of the British public and to "enlighten the ignorant," of the 

viability and potential of the CPR.'~ He attempted to counteract articles that were 

repnnted fiorn Canadian Liberal newspapers which quoted speeches of the Liberals who 

opposed the railway bills in ~arliameot." Similady, when items of a more spectacular 

nature, such as blizzards, droughts, misfortunes of settlers, and hdian upnsings, were 

published, Tupper did his best to correct exaggerated reports since the "sensational 

telegrams fiom New York, Philadelphia, and Boston are most mischievous and doing 

great h m  to Canada in every way."78 He wrote to Macdonald regarding the North-West 

Rebeilion and asked him to "cable latest information about Riel for publication. 

Newspaper telegrams state three Indian chiefs have joined him. Has thousands of 

followers, has attacked police, and fifieen police reported killed."79 Ironically, it was the 

North-West Rebellion that ended up giving the CPR its most positive results in London. 

In May of 1585, The Times printed an article about the completion of the CPR and its use 

in quickly transporting troops (only two and a half weeks) to Manitoba in order to stop 

the rebellion. Tupper wrote the Editor of the Times: 

1 trust you will permit me to express the gratification with which 1 read the 
leading article in the Times today on the subject of the teported completion of the 
Canadian Pacific Railway. The general tone will be mosl acceptable in Canada 

. - -  . - 

75 ibid., p 345. 
76 Smith, Origins ond Development, p 269. 
n ibid.. KI 270. 
'' fup& to Pope. 14 May 1885. Tupper Papers, Vol 325. 
79 Tupper to Macdonald, 25 March 1885. MG26 4 Vol. 283, p 129842. 



and the recognition of the vaiue of the railway for political and militas purposes 
niIl be received 1 venture to think with much fa~our.'~ 

Certainly, positive reports in the newspapers were beneficial to the CPR in their attempts 

to gain credibility on the London market, but the oniy true way of having a chance at 

success was to gain a powerfil backer for one's securities. No one had been able to do it 

so far, but no one had had the status, infiuence, and persondity of Tupper. 

Sir Charles Tupper and Sir Samuel L. Tilley, Canada's Finance Minister 

approached Barings in July, 1885 in another attempt to get a large and infiuential London 

banking house behind CPR securities. They wanted the bank to issue $15,000,000 in First 

Mortgage Bonds of the CPR at five percent. There could be no doubt on Barings behalf 

as to the importance of this mission both because of the status of the two Canadian 

representatives who made their pleas, plus the language the two men used. During one of 

the meetings "Tilley and 1 told Barings that the Government were deeply interested in the 

success of the CPR and would be very glad to see their house issue them [~ecunties].''~~ 

Tupper's comment may have been a subtle hint to Barings that their participation was in 

their best interest since they along with Glyn and Mills were Canada's financial agents in 

England. Barings would certainly not have wanted to lose such a significant client. And 

now that Tupper had brought Tilley to the bargaining table, it was obvious if it had not 

already been that the Canadian Govemment was set on seeing the completion of the CPR, 

and would do anything to ensure it. For their pan, however, Barings was still not 

convinced that the public would take up enough of the issue to make it worthwhile. While 

Tilley was laid up in his London room, therefore, Tupper independently set about proving 

Tuppa to the Editor of the Times, 20 May 1885. MG26 A, Vol 283, p 129969. 
8 1 Tupper to Macdonald, I O  July 1885, MG26 4 Vol 283, p 129998. 
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to Barings that there was enough public interest to warrant their making the issue. He 

succeeded in having the Bank of Montreal purchase E 1,000,000 of an issue at 99 (par 100) 

and then retumed to Barings, whose maximum offer was 97, and persuaded them to bnng 

the issue out at a higher pri~e.~ '  Coincidentally, Sir John Rose was also courting the 

London financial cornmunity on the CPR7s behalf and had arranged a syndicate, including 

the London and Westminster Bank, to take £2,000,000 at 96. Tupper was happy to be 

able to tell Rose that they would have to pay more than that.83 Much to the relief of the 

CPR President, George Stephen, and the Canadian Govemment, Barings eventually issued 

f 3,000,000 worth of First Mortgage Bonds on the London market. Although most of this 

modest amount was taken up by the Barings people themselves, it gave the CPR almost 

instant credibility and indicated to the investment cornmunity of London that the Company 

was wonhy of their money. 

As a true indication of Tupper's influence and gentlemanly status in the City, 

Barings asked Tupper to act alongside Lord Revelstoke and Lord Wolverton as trustees 

for the CPR debenture holders. Tupper asked Macdonald's permission: 

1 beg to send you a copy of a letter 1 received from Messr's B a ~ g  Brothers 
and Co., in which they point out that it would be a great advamage if 1 wre to 
allow my name as High Commissioner for Cana& to appear jointly nith those of 
Lords Revelstoke and Wolverton as trustees for the debenture holders of the issue 
of Canadian Pacioc mortgage bonds.84 

To have Tupper as a trustee showed potential investors that the Canadian Govemment 

was senous about supporting the CPR and it made it a better risk. This move also implied 

that the financial cornmunity, but more specifically Barings Brothers, viewed Tupper with 

82 Smith, Origins, p 275. 
ibid.. p 276. 

84 Tupper to Macdonald, 27 July 1885, MG26 Vol 283, p 130018. 
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a great deal of respect, if not fear. Were they a h i d  his govemment would take their 

money elsewhere in the City or in Canada or did they tmly respect Tupper's position as 

High Commissioner for Canada? It was likely a combination of both. If Barings 

considered Tupper's narne to be some kind of insurance or attraction to investors, then 

Tupper's stature as representative must have been formidable. If there was a future 

question as to Barings' position as Canada's financial agent, Tupper would be a useful ally 

in cabinet. 

When compared to Sir A. T. Galt 's expenence as High Commissioner, Tupper's 

time in office was a remarkable success. Tupper managed to accomplish everything that 

Galt could not. He became a prominent gentleman in business and political circles and he 

found secure financing for the CPR in London. Tupper had many advantages which Galt 

never enjoyed, however. He had the advantage of being the second High Commissioner 

which meant precedents for privilege and status had been set and the Imperia1 Government 

had had some time to corne to terms with this new fom of colonial representation. 

Tupper also had the advantage of a wider network of contacts in the City. This was a 

direct result of his fi-iendship with the Royal Farnily and the numerous fnends he had by 

virtue of his political connections. 

The greatest advantage Tupper enjoyed, however, was the tacit endorsement he 

received from the Bntish Government. It was seen in Galt's case how drastically a lack of 

endorsement affected his work. The converse was illustrated in Tupper's case. With 

British endorsement Tupper was able to maintain and extend political comections which 
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in tum led to success with businessmen in the City. The British Govemment recognized 

the importance and prominence of Tupper within the Canadian Govemment and were 

therefore not inclined to ignore him as they had Galt. Tupper's influence was so great 

because of his knowledge and connections with Canadian railways. Since power in the 

railways meant power in politics at this time, both the British Govemment and the City 

understood that they were dealing with 'Mr. Railway", one of Canada's most powerfùl 

men. 



Conclusion 

When Su John Rose was appointeci as Canada's unofficial representative in London in 

1869 it was out of a need to address new issues that arose fiom Confederation. Codederation 

was arguably a plan borne out of economic necessity as much as patriotic or imperhl 

sentiment. To maintain the geographic integrity of British North America it was recognized 

that trade had to be conducted on an East-West basis rather than North-South. The 

development of the West was the key to this economic mode1 and the only way of realizing it 

was to populate the west with new immigrants . In tum, the only way this could be achieved 

was by constructing a railway that stretched the width of Canada. The miilions of dollars 

necessary for such an undertaking could not corne fiom Canadian sources, however. We were 

a country with a srnd tax base and a financiai sector that was smail and immature when set 

against the behemoths of Threadneedle Street. Canada needed a hli-time representative in 

London who could lobby public and private sources of financing, maintah regular 

communication with the Imperid Govemment and generaliy keep a closer watch on Canadian 

interests in London than had the ad hoc missions by Canadian statesmen. 

Canada's representative needed special qualities for his work in London. The "club- 

like" culture of the City was exclusive and it demanded conformity to the gentlemanly ideal. 

Gentlemanly capitalists conducted business on a social basis with feUow businessmen who 
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"made" their wealth rather than laboured for it. A newcomer couid participate in the business 

of the City only as long as he had the gentlemanly qualities that allowed him to live a life of 

leisure and duty to his fellow gentlemen. 

Su John Rose was able to do this. A formidable politician, diplomat and now banker, 

Rose possessed ail the qualtities necessary for gentiemady status. He did not need to depend 

on his new and informal representative standing to gain favour in the City. In fact, Rose 

purposefuily avoided any official status in London in favour of his personal and informa1 style 

representation. This allowed him to walk in gentlemanly circles in both the City and Whitehall 

and successfùiiy conduct business on Canada's behalf. Rose's success in finding limited 

financing for the CPR and protecting Canada's interests can be directly attributed to his 

standing in London. 

Did Rose gain his niccess because he eschewed an official status in favour of informai 

representation? Or did he benefit solely 60m his gentlemanly qualities? The former must be 

considered as a criticai factor in his success despite the fact that he was the prototypicai 

gentlemanly capitalist. By choosing to keep his position informai he avoided the bureaucratie 

and govemental protocol that would surely have followed any formai appointment. And the 

protocoi was more than rnere legalese and ceremony. It involved imperial considerations that 

related to colonial autonomy and their nght to representation in Bntian. Since Rose's position 

was informai these questions never needed to be addressed and imperial authority was not 

challenged. It was therefore easy for the Imperia1 Governent to do business with Rose 

because he was non-threatening. This tacit endorsement extended to the City where 

gentlemanly capitalists trusted the man who apparently had the trust of the government. 
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A new situation arose in 1879 when Sir Alexander Tilioch Galt amived in London. He 

had mggesteci and paved the way for his own appointment as Canada's first High 

Commissioner to London. Kis extensive background in railways, land settlement and politics 

made him a good candidate for the job. Galt had travelled to London as both a businessman 

and a politician, thereby making himseif known in the City and gaining crucid contacts. Mere 

experience and familiarity, however, was not enough to secure a gentlemady status for W t .  

He lacked three major assets that Rose before hirn and Tupper d e r  hirn possessed. Both Rose 

and Tupper were independently wealthy men who had the necessary resources to support a 

gentiemanly lifestyle in London. This meant entertainhg in their homes and attending the clubs 

of the City. Gdt said numerous times that çuch activities represented a significant challenge to 

his limited hancial resources. This situation, therefore, precluded the possibility of Galt being 

able to independently make a place for himseif in the City. 

Rose and Tupper also had the benefit of friendly relations with the Royal Family. This 

was the ultirnate comection to have in the City because of the sheer reverence accorded to the 

Family. Mt ' s  presentation to Queen Victoria in 1880 was marked by questions over how and 

in what order he and his wife were to be presented. It represented an ambiguity in Galt's status 

that extendeci to the City. If Galt was not worthy of a private entrée with the Queen then how 

was he to be perceived by others in the City? 

Finally, both Rose and Tupper possessed the endorsement of the British Government. 

Galt did not receive this endorsement and his effectiveness as High Commissioner suffered as a 

result. Since Galt could not create a status for hirnseif through independent means, nor could 

he rely on Royal connections, he was forced to rely on the British (Imperid) Govenunent for 
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conferring any kind of authority or recognition. In Galt, however, the imperial authorities saw 

two main problems. Fist, he had a long record of challenging imperiai sovereignîy, especially 

in matters of trade, the most recent incident corning a year before his appointment as High 

Commissioner. Second, in being the fïrst High Commissioner to Britain Galt represented a 

new attempt at colonial independence. Although the Dominion of Canada had full local 

autonomy in North Arnerica they did not enjoy the same status within the wider Empire. 

Colonial grabs for specid nets or privileges within the Empire were fiowned upon even 

though local interests seemed to be at the forefiont of any demand. This reluctance to gant 

fùrther autonomy to the colonies of the Empire was especially acute in the Liberals' case and 

Galt suffered the repercussions. He was largely ignored by officiais in the Colonial Office and 

govement as a whole which affectecl his ability to rnake usefùi contacts. Certainly, the faa 

that Galt seerned to be hostile towards the Liberals and charitable towards the Conservatives 

did not endear hirn to the nihg Liberals. In the end, the British Govemment was his last 

chance at gaining a gentlemanly status in London. When he failed, his effectiveness in dealing 

with gentlemanly capitalists was severely limiteci and Canadian interests such as the CPR 

suffered . 

When Sir Charles Tupper took over the m c e  of High Commissioner fiom Galt in 

1883 he brought unique qualities to the position. Foremost was his standing as a current 

Member of Parliament and mernber of Sir John A. Macdonald's cabinet. Politicians in London 

were accorded a gentlemanly status in their own right due to their cornmon expenence of duty 

to t heu country and feilow gentlemen. Gentlemanly capitalists and politicians interrningled in 

the clubs of London where sunilar views prevaiied. It would have been difncult for the British 
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Govemment to ignore Tupper as they had Galt given Tupper's political prominence. In fact, 

contemporary politicians on both sides of the Atlantic cornrnented that Tupper's prominence as 

a poiitician was benefit to both govemments. Furthemore, Tupper's fornard and aggressive 

personality helped rnitigate against public siights by the British Goverment. 

Endorsement by the British Govemment and acceptance in the City was quickly 

forthcoming for Tupper. His network of contacts Li the City was established by previous 

missions to London as  a hi&-ranking Canadian statesman and his personal relationship with 

the Royal Family. He was able to maintah and build on these contacts in his home and in the 

clubs because of his considerable wealth and influence. 

The source of his wealth and influence also aided his status in London with both the 

government and the City. In Canada Tupper advocated and helped plan an aggressive 

economic policy based on railways and an est-west trading network. Through investments in 

railways and his position as Minister of Railways and Canals Tupper became intirnately 

knowledgeable about Canadian railways and their impact on the eçonomy. His influence in 

cabinet and vaiue to Macdonald were inustrated numerous times in the 1880's when the Prime 

Minister asked Tupper to quel1 dissension in the Consewative ranks over the expense of the 

CPR and to arrange fùrther financing for the beleaguered railway. He was Canada's Mr. 

Railway and his influence was immense. When Tupper stepped on to the London stage this 

influence was recognized by gentlemady capitalists to the extent that they could not al3ord to 

ignore him. When Tupper spoke or negotiated on behaif' of the CPR it was with the highest 

possible authority. Thus, his effectiveness as High Commissioner was great as shown by the 
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financing arrangements he negotiated with Barings in 1885 which dowed the CPR to be 

completed. 

Canada's public link with gentlemanly capitalism was the Office of the High 

Commissioner. P.J. Cain and A.G. Hopkins' implication that gentlemanly capitalists acted 

independently in their investment activities in Canada is incorrect. The Canadian Governent 

recognized that Codederation brought with it new economic needs and circurnstances that 

could only be addressed in London. Foremost arnong these was the construction of a 

transcontinental railway. It was therefore necessary to have a hli-time representative in 

London who could lobby governrnent and business leaders and fkd the investors who were 

willing to buy into the National Drearn. Such efforts could be conducted only if the High 

Commissioner participated in the gentlernanly capitalism of the City. To walk in these circles 

one needed the wealth, bearing, influence, and contacts that were characteristic of this group. 

Also critical was the endorsment of the Rgh Commissioner by the Imperial Governrnent. 

Imperial jealousy and protectiveness sometimes prevented the High Cornmissioner fiom 

conduaing his duties effective% but when acceptance and endorsement were forthcoming 

Canada's High Commissioner proved to be a valuable representative in London. 
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